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Dr. King
honored in
candlelight
cerew.ony

.

·

By April Treshinsky'."Jacobs
Despite wind and snow that
threatened to extinguish flickering candles, approximately 100
people gatheredatThompsonHall
last night to march in honor of
Martin Luther King and his
achievements.
The march was an effective
means of celebrating King's ac- ·
col!lplishments. "This kind · of
·public gathering is a good start. If
it's an isolated incident, it's an
empty gesture," said one participant. '
"We believe in what Dr. King
was doing and still do," said one
couple as they huddled together -·
.in the cold.
The marchers departed from
Thompson Hi.ill and walked down
Main Street. After turning onto
Madbury Road, they stopped at
St. Thomas More Church where
they were greeted by several guest
speakers and two singers.
The Reverend Garth BaJ.<,er
Fletcher-, a doctoral student at
Harvard Divinity School, whose
thesis focuses on Martin Luther · Two students light a candle at the candlelight march in honor of Dr.
King, addressed the assembled Ma!tin Lu-ther King last night. Mike Parnham, photo.
crowd of about 250 people. A
pastor of the New Hop·e Baptist their, faws." ·
sponsored by the Baha'i C_lub folChurch in Portsmouth, Fletcher
The. peaceful adyocacy of
lowed the ;procession . .Robert
delivered a sermon that encour- ·racial harmony was also given
Loechler, a local musician ·from
a·getl those present "to look be- perspective by Ladjamaya, an . Newmarket, performed original
yond the personal man (King) .. actress, dramat~-~t, singer and d i'=
and non-original pieces on the
.beyond the preacher."
rector.
hammer dulcimer and the auto"Dr. King," said Fletcher,
Ladjamaya stressed the imharp.
.
"took the word love and made it portance of spiritual brotherhood
One bystander, whose sentiinto something we can use when and said that although "in likenments seemed to reflect the spirit
we march. Love is significant in ing this to the light, incandescent
of the evening, said, "Martin Lupolitics .. ..a power that unites lamps here are many- the light is
ther King was an advocate for
people. When people learn tolove one."
human rights ...a very effective
one another, they will write it into
A reception at Hood House
and courageous one."
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Cost of heatin
g oil
.
takes big bite from
student wallets . ~
-

(

By Laurie Jackman .
. "For most people it (the cost
Let'shopethegroundhogsees increase) is. fine; they can pay the
his.shadow early thisyear, because increase," · said Senior Marybeth
some UNH students can't afford Mills. "But of t·he poor people or
to see an extra six weeks of winter ones who have lost their jobs, some
weather.
can't afford it and must go with"When we moved into our- out the-heat," she said.
apartment we were paying $.67
"People have a bad taste for
per gallon for oil, but this month the_oil industry," said Silverio: He
we paid double that," said Billie said that hi$ company felt "really
Gallagher, UNH student and bad" that consumers had to bear
Dover resident. "It's ridiculous, the brunt of the price increase.
I'm going broke," she _said.
"It was ·a very hard time,"
Gallagher is referring to the said SiJ,v~rio, noting that wholerecent increase in heating oil prices, salers sometimes c::hanged the which has put a dent in many off- price of oil two to three times~ day
cc1m pus students' pockets.
during the increase.
According
to
John
"People were getting a little
Kraus,directo·r on Institutional nervous because newspapers were
Research at UNH, 11,566 students saying there was a shortage in oil,"
attended the university last semes- he said, adding that this, along
ter. Of that number, 4,600 stu- with the bitter cold weather and
dents lived in dormitories, leaving price bidding for oil between the
a high percentage of students who U.S. and Europe, caused an inhad to find 'alternative living Jar- crease in the demand for oil, ·
rangements.
'~I can't continue to pay this
Many of the 's tudents living for oil - especially if the price
· off campus must buy oil to heat continues to esc~late," said Galtheir houses or apartm~nts, a task · lagher. _
which has become mot.e difficult
Recent , trends may make
as theprice of oil incr~a~d. ·
. , Gallagher much happier though,
Acc9rding to John Silverio, a as the price of oil seems to be
Lord and Keenan Oil Company dropping:
Representative; the· dramatic inAdvertisements by Port Oil
crease in heating oil over the past Company and Mariner Fuels, Irie.
tew months is due to three factors:
in last week's issues of the .
an increase in demand for oil by Portsmouth Herald show a drop
consumers, allocation and supply . in oil costs for consumers.
problems encountered by those
. Port Oil Company decreased
who handle oil, and the "Domino their price by $.05 from WednesEffect."
day to Thursday last week
The "domino effect" deals
This may not sound like
with all those affected by the oil much, but the price to fill a 150
business, from the traders to the gallon tank would be $7.50 less on
wholesalers, to the retailers ·and Thursday than it would on
down to the consumers, said Sil- Wednesday. Over the course of
verio.
the winter, repeated fill-ups could
Silverio said that consumers· add up to considerable savings at
are the last ones to feel the brunt of the reduced rate.
oil cost increases.
Mariner Fuels, Inc. ~ropped
According to Jim Proulx, Vice its price $;06 from Wednesday to
President of Proulx Oil Co., the Frid·a y, as recorded by the
bottom line when figuring out rea- . Portsmouth Herald.
sons for the rapid oil incr~ase is the
"We've seen the price come
weather.
"Below normal down," said Proulx, notin·g that.as ·
seasonal temperatures over an ex- of Friday, January 26, the cost of
tended period of tim·e" were a oil from his company had demajor factor in pric~ increases, he creased $.56 from its high_mark of
said.
,
just over $1.45 during the cold
Both Lord and Keenan and spell last month.
Proulx Oil Co. serve cities and
"Prices are steadily going
towns in the seacoast area, a com- down," said Silverio. "It's a good
mon area for off-campus students sign that there's a change comto live. ·
ing," he said.
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we got excitement for
you... we've got nasty .c andy,
we've got insightful movie
revie_~ s, and we1ve -got wild,
wild, wild, weekep.d ideas.
Check out Page 19! Hurry!
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Students ·seemingly ·seek society ·service
\

.

By·EIIen Harris
Tragedies such as Hurricane
Hugo and the San Francisco Earthquake gave the nation one scare
after another, butthese ¢vents also
elicited an enormous amount of
volunteer effort from the Ameri- ·
can community. Work crews instantly jumped on the scene oL
· both disasters and relief funds
from all over the country helped
to put victims back on their feet.
Ina larger context, volunteerism has been a "theme of the 80s"
with Live-Aid, Band-Aid; FarmAid, Hands Across America and
the continued efforts of Amnesty
International. _Renewed enthusiasm in the Peace Corps and causes
such as illiteracy and · homelessness _have gained nationwide attention.
,
On a smaller scale, the UNH
campus' involvement in this
"spirit of volunteerism" has influenced the formation of several new
service'-oriented organizations,
whose themes revolve around the
question, "If not me, who; if not •
now, when?"
The WSBE Volunteers or
"Vees" are a group of business school students and staff who are
volunteering their time to various
schools~ hQmes and community
organizations. The "Vees" were
organized last semester by John
Barnett, associate profes!,,or of
business at the Whittemore-School.
The organization's first proj_ect benefited the r0dyssey House x
in Portsmouth, a Half-way house
for teenagers. The ~'Vees" .spenta
weektmd painting dorm rooms
with ~he residents of Odyssey and

.·

'

.

made plans to invite some of the organizations.
"Student involvement has
teenagers to visit UNH and take a
definitelyimproved inthe lasttwo
look at college life.
Barnett explained that the years," said blood drive coordina11Vees" hope to have signi(icant
tor Jerry Stearns.
"We've gotten different kinds
impact on a few local organizations rather than spreading a little . of support in recent years... , the
volunteerism to a lot of places. An engineering school ran a contest
organization called PAVE(People last semester to see which departfor the Advancement of Volun- · ment donated the most blood,"
teer Efforts) made its debut on the said Stearns. The student senate
.UNH cam ptis last-s emester as well. - and all 2Q. Greek chapters also
PAVE is a "go-between" for or- donated their time to last year's
ganizations in the comm unity that · drives, she said ..
need volunteers. Christel Grau"I don't know why the kids
mann, a UNH student who is a don't get more credit from .the
PA VE committee member, ex- public.for what they do-giving
plained that PAVE helps students and working," said Stearns."'They
who want to volunteer but do not all have my congratulations... I
know how to start.
love them, I really do/' she said.
"We have the names of orGreek advisor Mike Sciola
ganizations dealing with health, estimated that at UNH, the Greeks
illiteracy, the elderly, and children. . donated $20,000 and between five
We put the information on cards and six thousand hours of service
so ,people can look through our in the past year.
files and decide who they want to
"The money earned doesn't
help and how," Graumann said. · always matter as much as the servPA VE provides a doorway for ices performed, like when Sigma
UNH students who want to help, Nu built a playground for Newsaid Graumann.
market elementary school," said
·
·
In 1987, the UNH chapter of Sciola.
Alpha Phi Omega, a co-ed_service
Sciola also talked about the
fraternity, was reactivated ~fter Greeks' · involvement in -the annine years of dormancy. Natalee nualCROPwalkforhunger. ''Last
Nielsen, former president of the year UNH had the largest student
fraternity, said that the group turn-out in all the Northeast," he
works with The Boy Scouts, The said.
Dover Children's Home, and the
The In:ter:-Fraternity Council
UNH blood drive, among other did its share of volunteer work
organizations. · · '
; ' - last year/ tho, one ·event bei~g a
The UNH
blood
drives
entrip tb Wentworth Douglass nurs,
._
,,
-( I
courage volunteerism from indi- - ing home to organize dance for
vidual students as well as fraterni- the residents.
ties, sororities and other student
"We went with 'the Polka

Re.p ort' ties •Barry to no-bid pact
Washington (AP) - Mayor Marion Barry personally
urged Hazel Diane "Rasheeda" Moore in 1986 to seek
city funding for a no-bid contract to teach self-esteem
training· to inner-city youths, The Washington Post
reported Sunday. Moore's former business partner,
Caroie Bland Jackson, was quoted by the Post as
saying Barry came-up with the idea at a Friday' n_ight
party in June 1986. Jackson said she drew up the
-$52,488 "Project Me" program within a day and it was
approved the folowing Monday. At the time, Jackson
and others said, Barry was seeking a sexual relation,ship with Moore:

Gauges~ controllers ··
are probe priorities ·

a

The population of ·volunteers on campus seems to be gro-wfug
exponentially. (file photo.)

guy' from WUNH - he brought

.

'
-

-

it takes a lot of work to organize
his acco.rdion. It was a lot of fun,"
such a project, it is the highlight of
said Sciola~
the semester when all the brothers .
Since 1981, said Sciola, frater- get fogethei:: to make it happen.
nities and sororities all over the
"All the brothers showed up
U.S~ donated 19 to 20 million to build; we put in an·eight hour
people hours and 7.5 million_dol- day," Rose said.
·
lars. ,
'
The "Ca~diac Ar;:st" fund
The Sigma Nu fraternity built raiser done by Ph~-Kappii Theta
playgrounds for Newmarket and last semester generated $1,700 for
Stratham elementary schools in -the American Heart Association.
the· lasf,year il.nd 'have · another Jail ~ell; in the 'k,fr:rs tieid pri~o~consttvction prqject in the works , ers until their "baiY' was collected
,for the coming year. Doug Rose, in donations.
who ,organized the last playground effort, said that although
VOLUNTEERISM, PAGE 9

Avalanche closes
Wyoming resort

-_ 1,500 rally in R.I.
against abortion ·

Jackson, Wyo. (AP) - An avalanche promted officials to
close the Jackson Hole Ski Resort Sunday, but no onewas
injured, officials said. The resort was dosed for the day
after the avala~che at 1:10 p.m. in an area called the Headwall, said Mike McCollister, director of operations. About
50 searchers and four dogs sifted through the snow for
three hours and determined no one had been trapped,
resort officials said. Thearea wastoreopenyesterday. The
avalanche began in-a spot that is out of bounds for skiers
he said.

Providence (AP) - More than 1,000 abortion opponents gathered under sunny skies at the Rhode Island
Statehouse Sunday to sing hyms and listen to speeches
at the first Rhode Isalnd Rally for lifo. Joseph Reilly,
president of Morality in Media, told the audience that ,
''50 to 60 percent of the people appear not to have
become deeply involved in the issue" of stopping
abortion, in part because of "anti-Catholic bigotry."
Organiz¢rs circulated among ~he crowd of about 1,500,
collecting donations and gathering signatures for an
antiabortion petition to be sent to Rhode Island
- lawrnkers_ .

1

Race is not s~e~ as key
in Va.riot

Virginia Beach, Va. (AP) :.. A commission that investigated
clashes between thousands of black college students and
,Cove Neck, N. Y. (AP) - The ivestigation into the crash police Labor Day weekend concluded race was a factor but
of fuel-starved Avianca ·Flight 52 focused Sunday on was not the leading cause, according to :reports published
90 minutes of circling the Eastern seabaord and on fuel ' Sunday. The independent Labor Day Review commission
tanks, gauges and records scattered on a Long Island blamed poor leadership by city officials, student leaders
hillside. The crew first told air traffic controllers that and others for two days of violence and looting that muthe plane was low on fuel 45 to 50 minutes before the nici ple le.aders said cost taxpayers more than $1 million,
crash, investigators ?aid, then repeated the message The Washington Post and The Virginian-Pilot ·and the
twice more before the Boeing 707, its four engines Ledger-Star said. The panel, whose report was scheduled
. silent, fell onto the wooded slope. The death toll stood , to be formally presented today,cited inadequate planning, ·
at 73 Sunday, with 86 survivors - 10 boys, 11 girls, 38 poor preparation, and criminal actions by a small percentmen and 27 women. More than 20 people remained in .age of the crowd attending September's end-of summer
"Greekfest," the newspapers said. The report said that race
critical condition, hospitals reported.
became a factor only after the violence began, with the
visitors predominanty black and the police predominanty
white.
-

McAuliffe's father
is laid-to rest
Framingham (AP) - Four years to the day after Christa
· McAuliffe died in the space shuttle Challenger explosion, a funeral for her father, Edward C. Corrigan, who
traveled the world to promote his daughter's memory.
Mr. Corrigan, a retired accountant, died Thursday at
67,afteraboutwithcancer. About450peopleattended
the service at St. Jeremiah's church, where music was
playedonacaillonthathadbeendonatedinMcAuliffe's
memory. McAuliffe, a school teacher from Concord,
N.H.,; and six other crew members died in the Challenger explosion shortly after liftoff.
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Small enough to fit in the palm of your hand, yet full of several million transistors .. .lt's the first microchip
ever produced at UNH!!! (Mike Pamham, photo).
·
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Pease consid ered for
future housin g plans

.

By April T. Jacobs
The world's first microchip
was produced over✓ a decade a~o
at California Technical Institute.
Although UNH has just produced
its first microchip ever, its creation still manages to be on the
forefront of current technology.
According to Dr. Andrzej
· Rucinski, assistant professor of
electrical engineering at UNH, the
very large scale integration (VLSI)
microchips developed at UNH
''.are part of a larger program which
was the subject of research in the
area of distributed and fault-tolerant computers." Such a computer
searches for faults within itself and
corrects them.
Rucinski also stressed that the
department is trying to fully develop and refine "a program that
includes research, education and
service."
Dr. Rucinski' s research is part
of a UNH program that includes a
group of faculty working in a
number of research areas known
astheintelligentS tructuresGroup.
A brochure published. by
UNH states that "the Intelligent
Structures Group was organized
to foster the .development of new
hardware structures for embedding intelligence in dedicated electronic systems. Basic research ·i~
performed in areas including dis-

tributed fault-tolerance, systolic
arrays, neural networks, synthetic
vision and learning systems in
control and signal processing."
VLSI is part of this technol-:
ogy. Essentially, it "is technology
which allows us to put several
thousand to several million transistors on a single chip," said
Rucinski.
"It is important to be able to
build an actual system, a prototype, to justify the concept which
was the subject of investigation at
the earlier stages of research. The
bottom line is that we qre capable ,
of designing VLSI microchips here
at UNH," said Rucinski.
The educational aspect of the
program, according to Rucinski,
"is essentially to train students to
1
use this technology." Advanced
VLSI was offered for the fir:st time
in the 1989 spring semester. Students in the electrical engineering
department will design and fabri·cate chips every semester for different research projects.
Rucinski also credited others
for his own success in the VLSI
area. ''Thesucc,ess we wereableto
achieve would not have been
possible without oµr stU:dents.
They were extremely enthusiastic
about the course itself."
'
Frank Hludik, an instructor
in the department, was also cited

'

by Rucinski as an important part
of the effort because "without him
it would have ·been difficult to
manage ali ,of these projects;'' he
said.
"Overall, it was a team effort," Rucinski said.
,..
Rucinski feels VLSI technology is exciting for the university
as a community because it is an
indispensable component in
modern education. ''We have to
be involved in VLSI if we want to
stay competitive."
This competitive edge ·may
mean, not only that-students- will
graduate with a better education,
but also that the university will
have a better chance at obtaining
external funds, according to
Rucinski.
,
''The idea is to be a design
house for medium and small size
companies in the area," Rucinski
said.
"It is important for people to
recognize what you are doing as
important. We are designing ·
complex basic c~mponents of
digital systems. That is what VLSI
is all about. Right now we are in
very good shape. If we are going
to win the high-tech war with the
Japanese, development of this kind
of technology is going to play a
significant rol~," said Rucinski.

By Amy Paine

_
It is a possibility that 'in the Director of Campus Planning
future, students could be living in Victor Azzi; Vice Pres. for Acaan Air Force officer's apartment at demic Affairs Walter Eggers; PatPease Air Force Base.
rick Miller, associate vice presiAccording to Dean for Student · · dent for facilities; Jim Morrison
Affai-rs, J. Gregg Sanborn, the uni- associate vice president of reversity may consider the opport'u- search; and Gerry Ruffner, coornity of acquiring additional hous- . dinator / facilitator for planning
ing, storage space, and research
information and systems. All are
areas on the base if the_facility directly connected with campus
becomes available.
planning.
_
The process, h·o wever, will be
According to Sanborn, the
a very long one for the university buildings consist of officers' a partbecause the Department o~ De- ments, dormitories, and individ~
fense has the first cl~im on the ual family houses.
base, followed by the Portsmouth/
''They could be used for facNewington area. "It's a wait-and- ulty and staff, too," said Sanborn_
see game," said Sanborn.
and are therefore not limited to
According to Sanborn, last students.
December a group of people from
In addition, there are .dining
the university went to Pease to complexes which accompany
look at the buildings, knowing the some units. Carol Bischoff, UNH
base was in the process of closing Director of Housing, has heard
down.
that some of the housing has been
This group included Sanborn; recently renovated. "Some units

When these shiny planes move out of Pease, will shiny students take their place Qn the tarmac?
(Mike Pamham, photo).
are in very good shape and others
are not," said Bischoff.
"Whatever we would use

the· space for, we'd be sure that however, no decisions have been
our uses were compatible," said_ made, and the plans are very preSanborn. · At this poii;lt in time, liminary.
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·N icaraguan seeks
public vote count
Esteli, Nicaragua (AP) - The opposition presidential candidate, Vi0leta Barrios de Chamc,m o, demanded Saturday that the vote count in next month's
elections be done in·public, saying she f.ear·s the ruling
leftist Sandinistas are planning fraud. Chamorro made
the demand during a rally before about 10,000 people
in this northern town, the largest.campaign gathering
yet by the US-backed United National Opposition, or
UNO. The Sandinistas say the 14-party coalition is
setting the scene to claim election fraud if it loses, and
eventually invite a US invasion.

Czechs cheer
first new Bishop
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Pontiff, in Mali,
visits leper unit

Communist Poles
start new party

Warsaw, Poland (AP) - Communists created a
· Bamako, Mali (Reuters) - Pope John Paul, visiting
one of Africa's leading leper hospitals, called Sunday for an · new party Sunday from the ruins of their old one and
immediate end .to the age-old scourge of leprocy and said endorsed democratic principles asa way to gain public
poverty posed as great a threat to freedom as political support. But a radical reformer backed by solidarity
tyranny. He also called on Christians to persist in.trying for leader Lech Walesa split off to form another party free
dialogue with Moslems even if they met-intolerance. A of old-style communists. Delegates at a communist
Vatican spokesman, Joaquin Navarro-Valls, said the pon- party congress overwhelmingly approved the new
tiff had told him his remarks on poverty referred to the party, the Social Democracy of the Republic of Poland.
"We want Poland to' be a fatherland of free, equal
central theme of his tour of five West African countries.
people living in solidarity, a state of social justice," the
party's platform says. "We link her future to democratic socialism." The new party says they will likely
field candidates in municipal elections in June,

Kohl party loses
a state election

Bonn West Germany - The Social Democratic Party,
West Germany's principle national opposition party, won
Prague, Cz~c~oslavakia (AP) - Thousands of a strong victory in Saarland state elections Sunday, virtupeople jammed a church outside Prague Sunday to ally ensuring that state Premier Oskar Lafontaine will be
Moscow (AP)-Armenian and Azerbaijani fightgreet the first Catholic bishop to be consecrated since the party's candidate for federal chancellor in national
. Czechoslavakia's revolution ousted the hard-line elections scheduled later this year. With Lafontaine head- ers began withdrawing from a key battlefield Sunday,
communist leadership. The church ceremony was ing the _ticket, the Social Democrats retained their majority and the bitter enemies agreed to discuss extending the
attended J;>y the new President Vaclav Havel; Arch- in the Saarland state legislature. Television projections truce to other parts of the volitile• region, activists
bishop Francesco Colasuonno;the pope's special en- gave the social Democrat's 54.3 percent of the vote, far reported . The Ar·m enian National Movement agreed
voy, Cardinal Jean Maria Lusiger of Paris, and several ahead of the 33.4 percent polled by the Christian Demo- to conditions demanded by the Awrbaijani People's .
other high-ranking church officals. "lam happy for cratic Union of Chancellor Helmut Kohl.
· Front for peace talks that are to begin tommorrow in
this diocese that it finally has its bishop, and I am happy
Riga, Latvaia, according to the Latvain People's Front
it is you," Havel said at the ceremony for Bishop Karel ·
which is sponsoring the talks. Both sides now say they
Otcenasek in the Church of the Holy Ghost in Hradec
will discuss troop withdrawls, refugees a:nd other huKralova.
manitarian concerns, but not the pivotal territorial
dispute that triggered the hostilities, said Artis Erglis
of the Latvain People's Front.

Soviet ethnic foes
backing away

With The UNH Ski Club
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Great Decisions conference ..
.
•
shares intern a tional problems liil~t~!A~ftz~tf~

By John Doherty
In a crowded. lobby in the belly
of the New England center, amid
Diet Fresca, tweed jackets and
wrinkled name tags, the specters
of pistol-waving Central American dictators, obscen~ly rich Japanese businessmen and chanting
hordes of Eastern Europeans
lurked in the minds of many.
These people and the issu~s
surrounding them served as the
basis for a day-long seri_e s of lectures by members. of the United
States Department of State and
international affairs scholars from
Harvard, UNH, Dartmouth and
the. New Hampshire _Council on
World Affairs.
The conference, Great Decisions 1990, is co-sponsored by the
New Hampshire Council on
World Affairs and the State department and is in its fifteenth
year.

dents. ·
One of the UNH students who
attended, sophomore Political
SciencemajorMatthewEaton,said
he enjoyed the change of pace in
lecture style the State Department
speakers provided.
"They don't seem used to ·
speaking in front of such academic
audiences," said Eaton. Their offthe-cuff honesty was a refreshing
chcmge from classroom ·lectures,
he said.
Speakers gave detailed background information on their re- .
spectivetopicsand suggested how
they might be handled in the
coming years.
The theme of internationalism pervaded the day. Problems
that all or many nations share and
the ways in which nations work
together to deal with them also
served as com,mon ground.

"The program helps to fill a
need in our state," said David
Larsen, Academic Consultant for
the New Hampshire Council on
World Affairs (NHCWA) and a
Political Science professor at UNH.
"We (the NHCWA) try to
raise awareness and interest in
international affairs," said Larsen.
"And this program is an im portant part of that goal."
Four speakers from the U.S.
State department joined professors from Harvard, Dartmouth
and the NHCWA.
· Topics included the USSR and
Eastern Europe, Nicaragua and El
Salvador, Vietnam-Cambodia and
the United States, Global Warming and The Palestinian.
Great Decisions 1990 was attended by 255 people including
members of the NHCWA, high
school and university teachers and
high school and university stu-
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Mini-Course Registration - Room 126, MUB, 9 a.m. to noon and 1 to
4p.m.
Graduate Student Registration - Registra'r's Office, Stoke Hall, 5-7
p.m.
Preview Reception - "California Photography: Remaking MakeBelieve," 5-7 p.m. Exhibit open January 31-April 12.
Black History Month - Gay,,lesbian & bisexual panel. Englehardt
Hall, 7 -p.m.
·
Wrestling - vs. Plymouth State. Field House, 7:30 p.m.
Black History Month- "To Say or Not to Say" program. Hetzel Hall,
8p.m.
Black History Month - /'Ba Fa Ba Fa" game. Hunter Hall and
Richardson House, 8 p.m.

Wednesday; Tanua:ry 31
,f1

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE FOR
FALL 1990 ADMITTANCE TO THE

~

Tuesday, January 30

l■I

l■I

Exhibit - "California Photography: Remaking Make-Believe."
Hours: M-W, 10a-4p; Sa & Su 1-5p; closed Fridays and holidays.
(Closed March 17-25) Information: 862-3712.
UNH Music Dept. Auditions - Call 862-2404 for>appointment.
Last day for undergrads to withdraw or drop to part time and
qualify for 3/4 tuition refund.
·
Mini-Course Registration - Room 126, MUB, 9 am-noon and 1-4
p.m.
Men's Ice Hockey - vs. Merrim.ack. Sn1~ely Arena, 7 p.m.

. . . . . . . .j

.-. Applic.atio11s are -due Tue:s day,
February 13, 1990 at 4:30pin

NHOuting Club Opening Meeting-Slide showpre~entation &frip
stg·n-ups for spring. ·Cranite State Rboiri, MUB, 7 p.rri. . . Black History Month - International issues discussions. Babcock
Hall, 8 p.m.
Black History Month - "A Class Divided," video. Hubbard, 8 p.m.
Black History Month.- "Lookism," discussion. Scott Hall, 8 p.m . .

Eligible Juniors and Seniors with 58 or more credits by
September are encouraged to apply at the office.
60 Strafford Avenue
Call 862-1 779
Durham, NH
for more information

Committee On Central America
1·ntroductory meeting

Thursday, February 1

,Mini-Course Registration - Room 126, MUB, 9 a.m. to noon and 1 to·4 p.m.
·
Art Galleries Brown Bag Series - Slide lecture, "Historical Survey of
Creative Photography." Chris Enos, UNH Asst. Prof. of the Arts.
Paul Arts, noon.
Behavioral Neuroscience Colloquium - "Neurobiology of
Diencephalic Amnesial." Sponsored by Psychology Dept. Room
101, Conant Hall, 12:40 p.m.
Graduate Student Registration - Registrar's Office, Stoke Hall, 5-7

p.m.

~

MUSO Film - !'Heathers." Strafford Roorp., MUB, 7 and 9:)0 p.m., .
· students $1, general $2.
"'
Men's Basketball - vs. Northeastern. F~eld House, 7:30 p.m.

Friday, February 2

Last day for graduate students to register without $25 late fee.

"Faces of War"
A short video, followed by a discussion of

the current situation in Central America
and c.9.C.A.'s plans for the semester.

Tuesday, Jan. 30 . 7:30pm
Cheshire Rm. MUB
everyone welcome

James Joyce Birthday Celebration - Readings from Joyce's works to
celebrate the 108th Anniversary of his birth. Faculty Lounge,
Haf:1ilton Smith, 2-4 p.m.
NH International Seminar - "Cuba: Socialist Renegade in the Ear of
Perestroika?" Susan Eckstein, Boston University. Alumni Center,
3:45 p.m. Information: 862-2398.
Men's Indoor Track - vs. Holy Cross. Field House, 6 p.m. _
Celebrity Series -Guitarist Kazuhito Yamashita. Johnson Theater,
8 p.m. Tickets at MUB Ticket Office, 862-2290.
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In light of the budget crisis,if you were to eliminate One
department on campus, w:hiCh would it be?

"Combine ME and Civil -Engineering
together or get rid of them."

"Math Department, because Math
courses are unstructured." .

Garrett Velasquez
Business Adm.in/ PIP
Senior ·

"Math Department, beca'u~~ I didn't
do good in Math."

Nicky Whiting
Business Admin.
· Junior .

·

"Traffic Department, a_n d the little man
in _the T-Hall ,Parking Booth. Tickets
suck and the little guy in the booth is an ·
. ogre."
·

Chris Taylor
Undeclared LA
Freshman

Lauren Clark
Humanities
, Seniqr ·
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Get tl;tem a subscription So theyknow just how much goes on
at UNH. Y6urphone calls home will become a •lot shorter!
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Ch a r le s .Adkin s,
milita ry scienc e ·
profes sor, ·retire s ·

.By Julie Leonhardt
Adkins thanked hiscadre, the
Last Friday afternoon, the University'sR.O.T.C. University, and his family, espeb'attalion honored the retirement cially his wife doing such things
of Lieutenant Colonel Charles K as "hanging daddy's pictureatthe
Adkins. In a combined ceremony dining room table so the kids
they also carried out a change of wouldn't forget what Hooked like":
command from Lt. Col Adkins to . while he was serving in Vietnam.
Lt. Col. Fitzharris.
Adkins future ·plans include
Lt. Cpl Adkins spent 21 years remaining in the U.S. Army as a
serving his country in assignments reserve officer. His comments to
ranging from Vietnam to the the new commanding officer, Lt.
R.O.T.C. program here at the uni- Col. Fitzharris, included '1t's a
versity. As a professor of military good battalion; I know you11 do
science and as the commanding well with it, and good luck."
officer here at UNH, he· earned
, Fitzharris expressed his inrespect for himself and the sol- tentions to maintain the battalion's
diers under_him. Acting Sgt. Ma- standing "as the.best battalion in
jor cadet Dickey commended New England and to strive to be
Adkins for" doing an excellent job" the best in the U.S. Army."
fulfilling his responsibilities, but
Activities at the ceremony_
expressed even moreappreciation included a reading of each officer's
for the fact that " Lt. Col. Adkins military and personal biography,
stood up a lot for the R.O.T.C. a passing of the battalion's colors
program ...and has done a lot to from Adkins to Fitzharris, and
improve its reputation and stand- finally the presentation to Adkins
ing with the University."
of an appreciation plaque and a
During his parting comments, trophy case holding all the ranks
Lt. Col. Adkins said, ''The:r:-e are so he has worn along with all the
many people to thank that if I decorations he has been awarded
started now, at midnight I'd be during his military career.
halfway through."

for

'Te[[Someone Special
that you care! ·

PAGEl

GENERAL

PEER SUPPORT GROUP: SHARPPpeer support
,group for female survivors of sexual assault/
attempted assault. Free of charge and
confidential. Meets Tues. and Wed. at 7 p.m. For
info call: SHARPP at 862~2050

WOMEN'S COMMISSION
STUDENT
APPLICATIONS: TheCommission,.which serves
as an advisory and programming committee for
women's issues on campus including the
\
Women' sHistory Program Committee, is looking HEALTH
for student applicants to represent
undergraduate, graduate and returning students GAY-LESBIAN PANEL: Tuesday,January 30,
for1990-91. Timecommitmentave rages 10hours Engelhardt Hall, 7 p.m.
,
.
per month including ·biweekly meetings.
Information: Call Jane Fithian, 1869. Applications SELF-ESTEEM:· Wednesday,January 31, Smith
in Student Activities Programming Office, Room · · Hall, Zp.in.
126,MUB.
.
FEMINlSf SPIRITUALITY GROUP: Sponsored
by Unjted Campus Ministry. All women are
welcome to explore issues of faith, spirituality,
religion, theology and other topics of mut1:1a.I
interest. Open to women of all faith perspectives.
Thursday, February 1, Waysmeet Protestant
Ce~ter, 15 Mill Rd., 7:30 p.m.

MEETINGS

WOMEN'S ISSU:ES RESOURCE CENTER
MEETING: An organization run by UNH
students. We sponsor films, lectures, and
discussion groups on subjects relating to
women's issues. All -are welcome and
encouraged to come by. Tuesday, January 30,
Coos Room, MUB, 7 p.m.

VALENTINE'S DAY IN A WINTER
WONDERLAND: Sponsored by l.nter-Residence
Organization (IRO). An elegant evening of dinner · DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD SERVICES
and dancing featuring} .J. Daniel Kirk. Vegetarian STUDENT COMMITTEE · MEETING: ·-For
dish and transportation available upon request.
planning the Valentine Blood Drive. Theme will
Saturday, February 17, 'Frank Jones Center, be ."It Will Be Love in the UNH Style." Tuesday,
Portsmouth, 7 p.m. - Midnight. $17 per ticket January 30; 12 Dover Rd., Durham (next to
on sale at dinner in dining h_alls Feb. 4-6.
foreign car lot and across street from Ch~rter
. Convenience Store); 7 p.m.
WINTERCARNIVAL: Winter Carnival is coming
soon: February 15-18. Get set for "fhe Wide
UNH DEBATE SOCIETY INTRODUCTORY
World of Winter'' with games, prizes, fun and
MEETING: All interested students are
more! Information: Student Activities ·Office, encouraged to attend. Tuesday, January 30,
Rm. 126, 862-1001.
Senate Room, MUB, 7:30 p.m.
EARTH DAY RECYCLING MEETING: For all
people interesting in recycling, ·Wednesday,
January 31, Belknap Room, MUB, 7 p.m.

THEATER AND DANCE AUDITION: For
'1oumeyTowards the Light," 1990 Anna Zornio
children's play. Open toall UNH studeil~s; Friday,
February 9, Hennessy Theater; Paul Arts, 3:30 to
5p.m. Advancereadingmate rial in Room D-22,
PCAC and Library Reserve Desk. Audio tape in
library /listening room.

(UNH) EARTH DAY GENERAL MEETING:
Help us organize events for the campus by
supporting the Earth Day Coalition Network.
Wednesday, February 7, Rm. 4, Horton H~l,
7:30 p.m.

In The New Hampshire's

special Valentine's Issue.

Tu.esday, Feb.13
Special page reserved
ror Valentine messages!
only $3 for
25 words!
Stop by 'the MUB

RM. HOB
-by .Feb. 9
Mon-Fri

,
NEED TO GET
A MESSAGE
OUTTOTHE
.'} UNH
COMMUNITY

?

well,
The
NewHampshire
is the best
place to start!
.

..

For
advertising
information: ·

'

.

Ji!!

(603) 862-1323
Room 110B
Memorial Union
Building
Durham, NH 03824
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CALL 868-1335

_,,, ,,I.
Pustules
And Other
Matters.

By Anita Davies

THE

Durham Infant Center
HAS
OPENINGS for CHILDREN
ages 6weeks to3 years

So here it is, folks. The evertt Qf the year, The spectacle we've been
w~iting, for all year-my random wrfti-ng. Okay, noJv that I have
that whim of egomanla-o:ut of the way, I'H get on with it. Things that
.really bug me.: _First of. all,, what i$ with Saturday Night Live?
Remember. the day~ when you could si( :d own with your older
brothers ot: sisters (or y0-u-r dog, wlw knows) and look forward to seeing Giltia or'Jane and, t,he r.est of the crew do SNL like the true
actor/ comedians they were? And why does the new show do only
- one skit, · skip to 10 commercials, do ·another skit, skip to 15
comm;e:rci.als, do one more shi - oops, skit,. skip to 20 commercials/
and so on? J wonder if they really thirik they're that good? That's
·kind of scary. We need tnf>re night life in Durham. Let's get a get
,a comedydub,in Durh:arnand some international restaurants. And
,h ow al>ou-t ~ movie theater. -Really, th~y should have put U.N.H.
right in downtown Portslitouth. Admissions to college~you' d
think they were paying us. _ The way U.N.H. fails to salt campus
paths after it snows. Especially T-Hall hill. The cost of living.
Freedom and 1ack of it. A$ weJl as money. In public bathrooms,
women w·hq miss the bowl ~nd leave piss over the toilet seats.
This. whole ho.meless issue. Trust me. As someone who has grown
up Jifteen minutes fu:)m Manhattan, only a select few of these
, : .,,· ) people aFe ~ally in dire Stfalghts and. n~ help. Our judicial
''
.· syst~.m. ;<)il:spills. P~p.le who don\taketime out to appreciate
suhsetsorthestars at nig:ht. Peoplewho~huseanim als. Oppression
of Macks in South Aftica where they a-re the majority. Zits.
lndustries'la~k•of respect -f qrfhe shittbey d;u mp into our rivers ~nd _
,s.t rearnsday aft.~r day. HaJffull bags of ju~t-bought Doritoes. The
way Martin's raises ptjces on already mar-keel-up items just to see
it we will pay for them. Ang: we do. A:nd they keep them that way.
; Bit~~y bank t~llets. Going gµ-ng-ho tb-Dtirha-m Book Exchange or
·aames &Noble at the end ofa seme~t~:r iust to find out they won't
b~y back Pustules & Other ;Accounti:!lg Diseases. Or any of my
·other books for that matter. And la~tbut_a ot least the fact that Pizza ·
fiut do.es not dellve:r. ,

an

FREE
·. NEWSPAPERS!
Bundles·& Bu·ndles
to begiven away! ·
Usefor; -recycling

-heating
-p-ets
·-anything
Pfease ca([ifyou wouU ·

.
· we .Are Looking For
Graduating Seniors To Join Our
Executive Management Training Program
As the largest and fastest growing divisi~n of The May D~partment Stores
Company, we are looking for students who have demonstrated initiative and
~ commitment to excellence. We seek top talent for our highly selective '
Executive Store Management Training Program, which begins August 6th.
· We are seeking self-starters and creative thinkers ... people who are good
team players and stron_g, leaders.
O,ur executives are driven by achievement, using their analytical marketing and management skills to solve problems. Our salaries are at the top
of the industry and are very fompetitive with other industries.

Cik.,esome!

If you have exceHed academkally, held elected leadership positions in col·Iege, and want to run a multi-mil!ion dollar business within your first year,
we-would like to hear from you.- ,

T~e New-Hampshire Business Office
MUB; Room 11 OB

Lord & Taylor will be interViewing on Fr~day, March 2nd. Please submit your resume to the Career Office, Thursday, February 1st to
request an interview.

862-1323

We are an equal opportunity employer m I(.
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19,278 to choose from -

continue d from page 1
the date when they expect t~e ·wide.
program to be running smoothly.
A meeting for those interested
The date will also commemorate in becoming involved in the camthe 20th anniversary of EarthDay, pus recycling effort will be . held
a day of environmental concern tomorrow at 7 p.m. in the Belknap
and education observed nation- Room of the MUB.

all subjects

rder Catalog Today with VisalMC or COD
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Decision to be made by semester' s end

By Melissa Bane
Administrators and . faculty
Or, rush $2 .00 to: Essays & Reports
at the Whittemore School of Busi11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN. Los Angeles. CA 90025
Custom.researc~ als_o,available- all levels
ness (WSBE)-are slated to appoint
a new dean for the institution by
_ _
the end of the semester.
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ·■ ■ ■
In order to appoint a new
dean for WSBE, a spe~ial selections committee was appointed ·
■----■
-----------■
"We held a-----lot of hall direcis an opportunity
for us to be
part by the WSBE faculty last year. ,
■ tors and Greek presidents," said
Heading the search is James
of something beautiful," he said.
• organizer Bruce Girouard. He said
The good feeling behind help- Horrigan, professor of account: that although many administraing others seems to be the motiva- .ing and finance.
■ tors were asked to participate,
Horrigan was unable to
tion for many volunteers.
■ none showed up at the jail.
·
"It's amazing... we'll be stand- comment of procedural details,
:
Volunteer activity not only
ing out in the cold collecting food claiming all information concern■ benefits the recipient of the free
and afterwards talk about how ing the selection was "confidenTYPIST WANTED . : labor, but enriches the v~lunteer that was the best we've felt all" tial."
.
■ laJ:mrer as well, according to the
Sources at WSBE, however,
year," said Nielsen.
■ WSBE ''Vees" founder Barnett.
"We take any ideas and just relayed that the appointment
■ "People don't realize how satisfydo it," Nielsen said. "Most of the proceedings had narrowed down
• ingvolunteeract ivitycan be ... this
the candidates to five possibili'."
time, it doesn't feel like work."_·
ties.
■
According to these sources,
■
■
each WSBE faculty member was
■
provided the opportunity to par■
.Distributors hips, Dealerships , .
■ticip~te iil selection path by evaluAPPLY AT
■
atingthecandida
tes individually.
Money
making
opportunitie
s,
■
Recommendation
s were then
Franchises, & Mail order.
■
said to be handed over to the
■
Details, send $2.00 to:
■
T H E
search committee to offer final
l!I
·
NATIONAL
MARKETIN
G
COMPANY,
·
recommendation s to Vice Presi■

-_- SC!.>-351-022
2
in Ca;;f. 1213) 477-8226

■

s ·e arch. for 'WSBE Dean
narro ws to five finali sts-

RECYCL ING

ESSAYS &
REPORTS

:

VOLUNTEERISM
continue d from -page 2
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dent Eggars.
There has not been a dean for
WSBE for two years. (The last dean .
was Carol Aldridge.) The current
interim dean, Ken Rothwell, was
unavailable for comment.
''There is certainly a need (for
a new Dean)," expressed Ann
Cunliffe, instructor at the Whittemore School. Cunliffe said ·t hat a
new dean would be helpful as a
leader to the faculty,. as well as in
administrating areas.
The new dean would also
work to develop courses within
. WSBE, added Cunliffe.
The candidates names and
their specific qualifications would
not be revealed by anyone on the
committee. Sources did indicate •
that the candidates themselves
·were not currently associated with
WSBE.
.
The exact dateof theappo'i ntment was also unknown.
"We forwarded our recom- ·
mendationsonJa nuarylOth," said
Michael Merenda, associate professor, "now it's up to Vice-president Eggers."
·

BOX 3006, BOSTON, MA. 02130

POR T .CIT Y
BE AU TY S U PPLY

1st ANN IVER SAR Y

SA LE -A- Bll AT ION

■
■
■

~...--...._,.- ,-,.~

.
■
■

■
■ ■ ■ ■ ■

•.•

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ _■ ■

In appreciation (or your loyal support
during our first year, we would like to say
THANK YOU by giving away a ski weekend ·
at a White Mountain Resort for two.
Bring in the registration form below
and check out the special values
throughout the store! ·
Travel arrangements by Sea Port Travel 436-6266
Sal e run s January 15th - __Feb ruafY 3r d.

1811 Woodbu ry Avenue
Portsmo uth, NH• 431-1808
I - • - - • - • • • • • • • ~
WEEKEND GET-AW AY
I
TRIP FOR T-W O
I
I Name _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _--,-....._,.._ _ _ _ _ _ __
I

Address~- - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - -

I

Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ No pm:tla.se necessary to win. Dlawin<J 2/SiOO.

.• ____ __ ___ _____ _

., ..
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· Exercise Your Right to Freedom of Speech!

JOI N
..

'

The UNH Debate ~ociety
Crucial Meeting for New People ond
Returning Debators

Tonight, Jan. 30 - 7:30pm .
·Senate Room, MUB
.

,

(Just fill out this form and bring it to the Advertising
· Office,Rm.ll0B, MUB, it's that :EASY!)
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Time management...#15
Self-asserriveness ... #402
· Standing up for yourself... #10
Building self-esteemed confidence ... #35
Learning to accept yourself ... #44
Becoming independent from parents ... #478
The value and use of self-ralk. .. #36
What is counseling and how do I use it? ... #61 ·

I

STRESS AND ANXIETY
Coping with stress ...#38
Coping with Anxiety ... #30
Understanding grief...#85
Death and dying.,.#84
How to handle fears ... #33 Conflicr and meditarion ...#312
Relaxation exercises ...#37

HEALTH RELATED ISSUES
I've been raped, what do I do? ...#315
Aquaintance rape ... #3.19
Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia ...#215 Dealing with an alcoholic paregt ... #479
Early signs of an alcohol problem. .. #160
· Responsible decisions about drinking ... #161
Herpes- symptoms and diagnosis ... #209
AIDS- reducing the risks ... #225
AIDS- symptoms and diagnosis ... #218

Female sex roles ...#39
Female homosexuality ... #20
Female orgasm problems ... #22 ..
Male sex roles ... #40
Male homosexuality ...#21
Dealing with impotence ... #23
Timing problems in male sexuality ...#24
------

.

FRIENDSHIP AND DATING
friendship building ...# 1
Helping a friend ... #90
Dating skills... #18
Infatuation or love? ...#70
Considerations in looking for a mate ... #71
Types of intimacy ...#3
physical intimacy... #4
Coping with a broken relationship ... #83

_ _____.

Dealing with anger .. .#8
Fighting constructively ...#5 _
Understanding and dealing with jealousy ... #9
Expressing negative thoughts and feelings ...#6
Dealing with constructive criticism ... #7

What is depression? ... #431
How to deal with depression ... #432
How to deal with lonhness ... #32
Recognizing suicidal feelings in others... #492

Dial 862-3554 any night from 3 :00-12 am and select the tape you wi~h to hear. The
tapes run about six minutes. If you have any questions when the tape is over, a CoolAid member will come back on the line! The tapeline is a service proviJed by CoolAid in conjunction with the Counseling and Testing Center. Cool-Aid is a student run
student funded organization.
'our hotline number is 862-2293

GET INVOLVED!
THE M_EMQRIAL UNION BOARD OF GOVERNORS
CURRENTLY HAS SEVERAL POSITIONS OP-EN FOR
·SPRING '90
UPCOMING ISSUES:
MUB BASE~/lENT PROJECT
(FUNDING & COMPLETION PLAN )

ALCOHOL USE IN MUB

FUTURE SPACE
ALLOCATIONS
BUDGET
FINALIZATION/

~ PISTACHIO'S MOVE/

FEE SETTING
~ CAT'S CLOSET EXPANSION

HA VE A VOICE!
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE(RM. 322),
MEMORIAL UNION BUILDING!
APPLICATIONS ·ouE BY FEBRUARY 2, 1990.

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY, JANUARY 30, 1990

The Progra mming
Fund Organization is
lookirig for a
Business Manager
for this semester

FINANCIAL
. AID ·
APPLICATIONS .
. NoivA E4IL4B LE
for 1990-·91
at th-e

Financial Aid Office,·Stoke H·al!
. (Long Wing-facing Stillings Hall)

Ylpp[ications
are
avai[a6[e in

(M-F 8:00-4:30)

Applicants should obtain ·
·a 1990-91- Financial Aid Form .
(FAF) ·.

1(m. 124-~ ~
Af'l113

~ PRIORITY DEADLINES~
tJJeadfine ~eb. 2, 1990 · ·

NOW OPEN I
1-11
!!.!~~~
P.!!!!
~~~ '9 MilesAhendlnO
ualitv.

- RENTAL RATES-,

.

Eco no~
M id Si29
Fill S i29_
Sbtion \Nagon~
Mini Vans
Cargo Yan~
15 Pas&Qn99rn
Pid<Lf> Trud<G"t

Daily
24.QS
· 28.QS
32.QS
39.QS
49.QS
44.QS ·
. 69.QS
34.QS

WEEKEND· s-r►Jf01~

SPECIALS

$ 5 9 ·• 9. 5 .

All NGw 1 Q9Q-1 QQO FuQI EtficiQntNbdQls
We HonorAJI ~or Credit Cards, Cash, and PersonaJ Checks

Located el

THE FRIENDS HIP INN

NORTH

Silver Street&. Spaulding Turnpike
[Exit BE]
SILVER ST.

SPAULDING
TUR NPIKE

DOVER

JOIN US ...

sp

.

Wook ly
1 SQ.QS
17Q'.Q5
1 QQ .QS
24g _g5
30Q .Q5
27g _g5
43Q.QS
20Q:Q5

,..;-c
-Rates Inc I ude.rP i ck-up & Delh:eryJUnl imited t--4 ileage within
New England.II 8-20 year olds-25% Surcharge
AppliesJMus t tYa'le Full Co\lerage Insurance

t

Undergraduates: February 15, .1990
Graduates: May 1, 1990

7·4 2-21.2 1

R
U
S
'H

R

Sunday, Feb. 4th
Monday, Feb. 5th
Tuesday, Feb. 6t_
h
7-9 PM

I

N
G·,
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Doe s the Pro spe ct
of acti ng like a sem iimp orta nt per son
tur n you on?
.
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. · Inte rest ed in trav elin g- . • ✓:
·_firs t-cl ass, to mil lio~ s
· of exo tic des tin ati on s~~ ~ ~
all ·over the wor ld?? ? :. _
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:J-{ey!!!! 'Then tfo we liave a dearfor you!!

-The New Hariipshire is
P!iiij
i~~ii~ll
.
~~ pr~.§.g~i~~.i ij9:i ..•
._·:._ .
~ijiiwoui:n.trltb-!
lc:1.,l*~§~to.
hav l·.n g a g,,r_ea·t B1·g N
an d 1>:t¢fl.~
!~~t
pac~a. :fun4:fiHea ·
,iiJit,;ittl~iii!••·. ·.
L · r_epo.rter Bas h on.
Mo nda y, Feb rua ry 5th at 4: 15 _ > ~~iii~;ri
in the lux ury suit e of rm. 151 ,
or Kath y
for info:
The Me mor ial Uni on Bld g.
862 -14 90
1
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HEATHERS
·THURSDAY .7:00AND 9:30
.STRAFFORD RM, MUB
-most liigfi scfwo{girfs wouft[ kj{{ to 6e popufar, but
, _{}-t 'Westberg Jfigli, being.we{{ {i~acan be fatal _·

·-* Starring 'Winona 2\.yaer antf Cliristian S[ater.
.

\'-

.,,

·
,

· SPRING SEMESTER
1990 FILM SERIES LIST

.-I~...............................
l!l••·····.;·····
. ··~·······--···~··
..·············1·
..,
2/1 .- -H eathers
·
·
.- · -_~ ·
7 & 9:30pm
_ II ·
•

·

-

.

·

11 ·

:•; I'· 2/4 · Boyfriends and Girlfriends :
7 .& 9:30pm : II
·. J2/8 · • • Do the J.ughf!hing
5, 7:30 & lOp~i
I 2/1 l ~,;r, Something Wild
__ 7 & 9:30pm.
11
I 2/15
H~glilander ~:
., /
-, .7. &9:SOpm _ · 11 ·
1-:1.
,
o
A
\
.
,,·
th
"HT
th
f
G
A
0 •"' , .
II
£.-,r;_,;-, , ---:;,., , ,c; .-·fs' l w~1-~~i. ~ , ,=~-~ rig-~ 1n?e ,-.'. -- e;-·•v-v ra ~ · o -. 9u-_· -_~ -·
,.•-~-,. . _."'.7'!f &_
.,:._ :_·g
· --i_ :-3·
~---_' p~t,:"-,'r- •\ -:-m- ·· ,-::,:,_.,.-~),~
2/22 _Sex, ·Li-es ':1nd Vi~eotape .. ,
_ · 5_,, 7:3_0 & -lOptr,···
■ 2/25-,:. The -A mencan Fnend ::- :_
_
7 & 9:30pm
l
■ 3/1 . Adventures of the Baron Munchausen
7 &·9:3Opm
I
·1 3/2 · Rocky Horror Picture Show ·· _
M-~DNIGHT·I
·:I ~/3 -Rocky Horrbr Picture, Show . .
• MIDNIGHT , _ ·I
·
3/4 . Crimes and Misdemeanors ·
- 7 ~ 9:30pm : · ·_
1
1-3 /11 'Yaaba
7 & 9:30pm .- ::;· I ~-. l -3/15 _ Parenthood
7&·9:3Opm , ~ ·I,
I 4/1 - _- Straw Dogs_
7 .& 9:30pm · · l
~/5 _ ,.- Wings of Desire
- 7 '& 9:30pm
.I
. I 4/8 .. Knife in the Water
_
7 & 9:30-p m - I .
· 1-4/19 · Wiliy Wonka· and the Cl19colate Factory · 7 _&,9:3Opm ·
I 4/22 - Young Frankenstien:· 7 & 9:3Opin·
I
4/26 Cool Hand Luke .- . _
7 & -_9 :3Opm ~. l :·I 5/3 -Pelle the Conqueror.
7 & '9:3Opm
I
5/6
Four Adventures of Reinette and Mirabellt7 & 9:39pm ·· II 5/10 Married to the Mob ·
·
-- 7 & 9:30pm. ~ ·I
·
I
I 5/13 Breathless
7 &. 9.: 3.0pm
I
.
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·---------------------------------------------------------------------------·

All Movies $1 Students $2 Non-Students
➔ Darkrooms and Photoschool sign ·up are going on, so come by Rm 148 in

the MUB. Photo school will be $50 for students, $60 for non-~tudents~
Darkroom~ are also available for $40 for students and $50 for n<fn-students:~
.. AU paper and chenii~als are provided.
·
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· Senate failed miser.a bly on China vote

ii

\

,.1

he United States Senate has gutlessly Democrat from California, formulated the Chinese country the same rights as those proposed in the
allowed a bill protecting Chinese students in the Emergency Immigration Act. Cognizant of the f~ct Pelosi's legislation. Even though the two did the
United States to be crushed under the weight of ~ that many of the Chinese students in Amerka were samething,atleastin theshortterm,onewaspalatable
George Bush veto. _
· very supportive of the pro-democracy movement to the Chinese government because the slap to their
Some background, as always, is required. back in their _home country and thus .co"uld face face wasn't delivered in public . .
But an executive order isn't law; it's subject Visas are granted every year to more than .12,000 -reprisals-upon their retum;Pelosi introduced her bill
Chinese students seeking to study in the . United asanactofprotection. Itwouldhavegiven,according to the whim of the president. The students' most
States. China has much to gain from _ these to The New York Times, the 40,000 Chinese students reliable method of protection was to pray the Pelosi
.exchange_s -their students receive an education far in the United States four more years to apply for new act would be passed ..
The House spearheaded a valiant drive to ·
superior to anything they could get at home. Thus, visas or permanent residence, and would also have
only ·in dire· times would they think about recalling negated therequirementthatstudentsretum to China override Bush's vete>, voting 390-to-25 to kill it, but
the Senate failed· to get the two-thirds vote needed,
those students.
first before doing so.
Well, dire times have hit China recently. The
The act passed the House ·and . S~nate in garnering only 62 votes against it last Thursday. So
Tiananmen Square massacre of students protesting _ bipartisan majorities· in Nov~mber, and it,'seemed · ·.now we have a ·situation where the .students are
for democr~cy this June was not the act of an certain that the Chinese students would be freed protected temporarily by Bush's executive . order,
· untroubled government. China, as a result of the from fear, the fear that they could be returned at -~ny which _the president could alter at any time to s4it a ,
slaughter, received widespread international time to possible punishment in their homeland. But deal ~ade with China's repressive government.,
The Senate failed to provide for the long·condemnation~ . and began to drift apart Bush vetc;,ed the measure," saying congressional
diplomatfcally from outside countries. George Bush legislation would o,ffepd the ,Chinese leaders and te~safetyofthestudentsbecausetoomanysenators
saw this and, forgetting simple issues such as human damage the delicate _relationship that he was. kowtowed. to the · president, • who was bQsy
"rights in favorof poliijcal expediency, made a personal personally working so hard to nurture. · (The last · .·kowtowing to a government-that slaughters its own
visit to China in an attempt to smooth relations with thing anyone would want to do is.risk offending t.h e dtizens. The Senate made a grave error.
.
, the aging leaders of a country that had, a scant few · delicate sensibil.~tjes of murderers.) However, Bush _
As Ted Kennedy said; "Thi.s was a victoiyfor
months earlier, violently suppressed the nascent also peculiarly . gave an· executive order to the · President Bush and the Chinese leadership
Immigrat.ion and Naturalization Service to give all responsibleforTiami"nmenSqua:(e.'Itwasadefeatfor
stirrings of democracy. _. .
·
Meanwhile, Representative Nancy felosi, a those Chinese citizens who wished to remai~ in the human rights."

ThiS isyourspacef Vent yourspleen,lef :
your opinion be heard. Submit all letters f Q
MUB Rm.151, typed and signed. W~ lo9k ..
forward to.hearing from
you.
'

'

,,.,.

BOB DURLING. Editor-in-Chief

GAIL ROBERTSON. Managing Editor EILEEN MALLOY. Managing Editor
KATHY HALEY. News Editor
- TERRI DANISEVICH. N~ws Editor
-KIM ARMSTRONG. Sports Editor
HEATHER GRANT~ Sports Editor
MIKE PARNHAM. Photo Editor
BEN FRAZIER. Photo Editor
LAURA DEAME. Arts Editor
KRISTI SUDOL. Forum Editor
DENISE BOLDUC. Advertising Manager
MICHAEL LVONS. Business Manager
Advertising Associates

Christine Leinsing
Sofia Piel
Melissa Sharples
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A· mess?
. - ,.
b·y Chris Pinchbeck
.
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worry, sir. That was a computer error ture on the "add" form, The sad part; myself in1
and it will be cleared up. No need to worry."· Those eluded.
were the words I had heard on the phone way back
.·.· ·-:- ·-:-·-:-:.·-..-:>>:>/(::::/:/:/;:/, •, .
I ask you, do we need to crawl the·campus
in December from the Registrar's Office. I had just likevagabondstosimplygetth eclasseswewant?Do
been told to trust a computer. Why did I have a sour we need to pay our ha:rd earned money only to find
feeling that the "new" system would fail me when four credits listed on the registration card? Do we ·
January twenty-·second roiled around the comer? need thegrossoverloadinstudentca pacity?Yes,the
Why did I not have faith in the woman's voice on the school is straining with the budget, but I say treat the
phone?
students with some dignity and they might be willSoon the big day came, you know, the day ing to pay a little extra. It is tough to .have a good
which many people find themselves either waiting · attitude and school spirit when the tuition bill keeps
in line for hours or kicking in a wall from dire rising and our service keeps plummeting.
frustration. Need I say it? Registration. Need I also
Every try it was the same. "Ok, I have one·.
say thatUNH has a big problem with this process? space left. How many of you are here to add?"
Theerrorihadn'thad toworryaboutlatein Twenty-two hands shoot up as we all stare at'each
Decemberresultedindisaster .Igrimlylookedd,o wn other with a look of despair and hate towards that
at four scheduled credits on my piece of pink paper. · one lucky senior who needs the class to graduate. I
What happened? Everything .I preregistered for think many of you_can r~late to the mess. So I ask, do
:seemed perfect. Nothing clashed, times were correct, we need to be squeezed through a wringer every
numbers ~ere correct,,everything, except that is, the time registration rolls around? Do we need to be
compute,r. Wheredidtheothertwelvecre ditsgotoso •shunned from every class due fo. a coinputer error
quickly? I thought I was supposed to have no wor- and lack of money?·We are the school, a.ren,.t we?
. ries.
I can say that I'm thoroughly frustrated.
"Ok," I groaned under my breath. "Relax Once wouldn't be bad,. but ·every semester? I'm at a
and you'll surely be able to get your classes on the loss for words. All I can do is ask questions in, pure
first day. You are a second semester junior, have a frustration and amazement. I think the system is a
_priority add card, and can 1¥n fairly quickly toward .•....disgrace to the students and administr_ation of UNH.
·'Jhe'"professor's desk at the end of class. No worries.~~ _,: ·.
· The professors have done well to be patient.
, , , . W~l1, ~ -r~n, pushed, rec;~iyed· an ~"rray ·of .. , MaMbe they've gro~n ~ tough skin toward it all/but
.· ,,9-_i~~y gl~f~$ _f~p,IJ\ 1!:}Yr.QJ}.ier fpi'.~1tl_~Ject .c~U,~agues, "· · I doh ' t.fee! I have-t-0, certainly no 'fith the money·I '
;, , fla:sned myBerrii-seniorHy, and letthe pink "shoe-in" pay. We n:eed a new _.system. or some subsfant{al .
card hit the deskall 1n frontof the smothered profes- changes now. A system that was already in need of
sors. Professor~ i_s the key word_.
.
, repair co'ntinues to rapidly d~teriorafe. Whether it be
.
I'vejustspenteleve'nhO'ursofm ydayroall}- ·.' throµgh _over enrol_lment, lack of funds, or poor
_ing from one prospective dass to another hopipg to administration,Iask whenandhowwill the problem
· find a beam of light shining on the thought of gtadu- end?
·.··.·.·.·.· ·.·.·-·.·,·-·.·-·.·.·.·.·.·,·.·-·.·-·.·.·.·.·.· ·-·-·.·.·.·.
.ation. Today I saw the epitome of h~w:. low studeI)ts ·
1
. will stoop, how fake on~ can ad:~ and how aggres- , 'Chris Pinchbeck is a junior majoring in envzronmental ;($At#.9.kMifi4.§.ff&1t4.ffekl.MkWPt@#i@1BtikitliJi:Jt<>?/
•'·· ·.·..
sively rude people can be to gain-that needed signa- conservation.
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Israelis not ready to yield
II

,

by Lee Ro.s enfield

hey are still tough. They insist they will sheer beauty and progress of the land, the Israelis from a potential Palestinian state. Others on the left
· . survive at all costs. They face the inevitable with the around me seemed tired of their never-ending battle know that in reality, the only solution is compromise.
same stubborn determination they ·a lways have.
with the odds and ready to resign.
.
In 1988, .Israelis prepared to · celebrate 40
Today's Israelis are embittered, cynical and
Israel's pilots and tank' commanders were years of independence in widespread elation. The ·
very confused about the future, but they are not . once admired the world over for their audacity and Palestinians-Israelis staged the intifada deliberately
ready to give up.
skill. Today, this professional army finds itself bat- . duringlsrael' s 40th birthday just as the Arab armies
I spent the last year studying and touring in tling children, wielding rocks and firebombs.
in 1973,:,ehose to attack Israel on Yom Kippur, the
Israel, which is not the deadly .war zone of zigA British commander in 1946 Mandatory holiest day of the Jewish year.
zagging bullets so widely depicted in the West. It is · Palestine once said of the army, "I like Jewish solWithin moriths,_tourists halted their trips to
a beautiful country of dazzling history, Ancient and diers. The Hebrew warrior is the finest, for he fights the Holy Land. The l).S. State·Departmenfissued a
modem, new and old, Israel is a country of contra- and lives close to his ideals. This land is real to him., warning to Americans to stay out of certain areas.
dictions and ironies.
He lives .with great glories all around him. Your Jews in America anc! throughout the world publicly
The Palestinian Intifada (uprising), with the · chaps probably constitutethe most highly educated criticized the policies of the right-wing Israeli govhelp of the world media, has succeeded in deeply and intellectual as ':Yell as .idealistic body of men ernment, and the world condemried the actions of
damaging Israel's prestige abroad, hurting totirisin under arms in the entire world."
the Israeli army.
and instilling doubts. about the Jewish state in the
In the past, Israelis fought brilliant military
Israelis did not take this to heart. When had
world's Jewish communities.
campaigns against huge odds and emerged victori- the world no failed to reprimand the Israelis? What
Nevertheless, Israelis refuse to forget the ous. This time, there is no army and no victory. There surprised the Israelis was the lengt~ of time the
centuries of injustices, suffering and the blood they · are only children who show no fear,butonly hatred. Intifada could continue-nearly two years. Israelis .
lost to achieve their tiny strip of land in the Middle .
From tourism to defense, the effects of the in- are baffled by its strength and the endurance of PalEast.
estinians.
tifada are deeply felt.
·
.Any Jew who visits Israel is seized at once by
Some Israels on the right say they will never ·
If you would like more information on Israel
a sense of dignity and pride. Israelis have accom- concede an inch of the,administered territories to the trips; please contact the Hillel office at 862-1001.
plished the impossible, reviving a country and lan- Palestinians. That soil was the home of the ancient
guage which had been d~ad for 2,000 ye~rs.
Jews and is the Promised Land of which their ances- Lee Rosenfield is the president of Hillel, 1.lNH's Jewish
While I drifted through the year in euphoria, .tors dreamed. Without the expanded ~orders the Student Organization.
rediscovering my Jewish roots and marveling at the territories pro~ide, only nine miles separate Tel Aviv
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Have you forgotte n . ·
· your table manners ?
Would . you like to redeem ·
•·
·. · yourself ? (Say "Yes'')
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Are you looking for a
·. -~ new group of really cool
dudes to walk through .·
the MUB with? (Yes??)
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· Is the only-' thing you:are
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. . . . . . __
truly searchin g for a ·
------·
· ~uperbly great
hairstyl ist? · (Be honest!)
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UNH Drama Students ·Given Challenge
By Karen Hall

"Burn This" means to live. Iiohnan brings to the role of
live in the present. Hthere's one Burton·, Anna's ''boyfriend," an
thing that director Kathleen Con- if!1portant life experience that
lon and her cast of four can ~gree helps him to better understand his
on, it's the meaning of the title of -character. ·Burton in a brown belt
the Lanford Wilson drama they ' t'i'.takido. Holmanhimselfhasbeen
will perform on Feb. 3 & ·4 in involved in the martial arts since
_UNH's Hennessey Theater. 1974, staged the fig~t scene for
Wilson's play focuses on this "Burn This," and has staged other
theme, and tells the story of an fights for UNH productions. But
odd circle of friends and enemies Holman disagrees with Burton's
who are forced tofacetheburning use of his fighting skills. "He
passions within themselves, who _doesn't g·et the point of akid?. It's
learn .to live with vibrancy and a real spiritual program and he's
shun complacency.
just not deep enough. It doesn't
Jacquelin Davis plays the_ .- make sense to him. He's one of
leading role of Anna, a thirty-two those people that just wants to
year old dancer who is beginning thrash and bash," Holman says.
toexperimentwithchoreography. For this reason, Holman doesn't
In the opening scene of the play,. particularly like Burton, aHho{igh
Anna is struggling to grieye for he can relate to his character's
herdancepartnerRobbie,recently · emotional turmoil. "I think I
killed in a boating accident. Says probablybottlealotup,likeB?rton
Davis, "At the death o_f Robbie;' _ does," Holman explain~. He de[Anna] is really out on an island · scribes Burton-as "rich, self-satisand she's got to face up to the.fact _. 'fled, numb, painfully superficial,
that-'she has to make chokes 'Yith ".extreme}y self-possessed. He's a
her life:~' , These choices, Davi's writer,he's terribly excited about
~xplai-ns, includ~ ~hether o! l}Ot _ his own process and· not much
tb marry and· hav~ children, ahd
about anybody else"s processes."
how to'end :her dance career and. Yet Holm-an strives ~ certain
begiil Ker:c.ar~; if a -· chore;gra-. loveable quality to the · c.allous
phe_r.~-, ..
'·
_ Bufton, a dash of much needed
Coupled with these decisions, humanity to a cold, stifled he~rt.

A scene from Lanford Wilson's drama "Burn This".

11■11111 11~■--ij~-

Smile Kids,
Alannah 's

·••t >
nd·r~w€h,a:rµpagn e

·fl.ah -Mif~s' ·• '

thecatalystformostoftheconfl1ct . tobreakawayfromthe ste_re~typi- (

within the play: Parkinson dee cal. He says, "In the desc'!pnonof \

~ ~ J·S The Mighty Lemon Drops. ,t~ill
<ifiJ:ldetiI'

,~~I ~l~
Oceartijlu.¢

ing in common," he adds._
Unlike Parkinso_~, Thomas _

Do you remember R&B rock
when it was good? It's been .a
while, but)t's influence has no_t
gone entirely forgotten, as evi_.denced by the overwhelming re-:sponse ·tc:, Alannah Miles debut
album. In short, it's a comeback
made welcome .
.There's a solid reason why
reaction to ,her first work is so
well-founded. It contains rivoting, invig~rating material that
ultimately refreshes the listener.

ji~1:1tflft .~s::;~:::~t~~:r~1:a:i;s~:
song, "Black Velvet." That is, itis

I'm sorry. I wasn't ov erl Y ffl'.W~fj

J~)

::;i~:sd~:~t:a~:~~sro;i~~~

rock radio request- the request is
well accommodated. It's funny ·
how you can ~ear the song t,e~ t9
twenty times in one day (and yoµ
.
do) and not get tired·of it.
Alannah Miles, with hej
quasi-Patti S~y~he~Jnfl~,ehced,
vocals, delivers:, aJn*~h i~"vi{tu~
ally every song-oh the album. This
is best developed with the admi-:rable vocal vs. guitar ~quehce on
"Kick Start my· Heart". · Yet she
reminds us of· her more · docile
profile on tracks like "Lover o_f
-_Mine~'. Yes indeed, it is her-vocal
talents that mark her as, the un. precedented singer for today. _
A definite look-see, Alannah
Miles epitomizes a pure, unrelenting sound that is uncompromising, and propagates it's own
attentiveness on ifs own; No
tric;k~ here, no magiQal synthesis,
ju~t
a • <;ieli_v~r~h~e , . of
unad uherated rock.
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Pyra mid Play ers
.Wak e Seac oast

Sp ielb erg wa stin g our
tim e; see ms los t
'

ducks, pigeons, UNH grads
By Stephanie Artz

Acting and dying is making its way onto the
. Portsmouth stage. The Pyramid Players present The Winter
Humors through February 4th at The · McDonoug h Street
theatre in Portsmouth . The three one act plays are presented
on a hard wood floor, in an intimate theater. Brassy swing
music and coffee begin _the evening before the lights dim and
the first play, Mr. Clemens is Seventy, begins.
Ed McIntire, a 1989 graduate in theater of University
of Maine at Oronq, is a pipe smoking, grey haired, hilarious
Mark Twain. Instead of answering the questions of the reporter
from Harper's Magazine, Twain tells the audience stories from
his· life.
·
"If ytmr readers want to see the man behind the story,
look behind the words."
. The fluid and humorous portrayal of the great story
teller is adapted from the original writing_s of Mark Twain by
Pyramid's director, Michael Gillett.
The second play is by Woody Allen, entitled Death
Knocks. The play opens with a cigarette burning and an open
National Enquirer ·on an early 70' stable cl,oth. Death appears
at the window in a black hood and white face, and then he falls
off the drainage pipe. It's Woody Allen from then on. Nat,
played by Evan Mooney, a UNH English ~eaching major,
theater minor, wants to work something out with Death. Since
Death can't play chess, they agree to play Gin Rummy instead~
Death asks for a Fresca and then loses, and well, there is no
resolution.
The final play, Duck Variations, by David Mamet,
opens on a park bench, a trashcan, and a water fountain. Evan
Mooney, dressed in jeans, T-shirt and a Cub's hat, meets Chris
Bellmare, dressed in a suit, reading the Globe. They exchange
facts, contemplat e the money that's spent on research, argue
whether the difference between a pigeon and ad uck is just selfrespect, and after a while the conversatio n settles back on the
ducks.
'
"Ducks hav€ problems too, disease, wing problems,
sexual difficulties, sun-spots, hunters,any numbe;of airplanes,
small children ... The duck is doomed to die, he flies, finds a
mate, has some young, dies."
"What's your point?"
"Does a duck have regrets, remorse?"
"No, of course not, he's just part of nature."
Dimmed lights mark changes in conversatio n and
when it is over, the lights go dark; applause.
The Pyramid Players are so named to be timeless,
enduring, a broad base of ideas that get driven, refined and
sharpened_to a point. Chris Bellmare, a 1989 Theater graduate
from UNH, wrote his senior thesis as a play, A Historical Drama
on Portsmouth, and hopes it will soon be adapted by Larry
Robertson for the Seacoast Ballet in Lee. Chris plans to stay on
the Seacoast and Ed McIntire also agrees that Portsmouth is a ·
good place for learning design, directing and acting. Pyramid
Players are looking for actors ~nd technicians for the busy
summer season. Auditions for voices are Saturday May 5th 14pm at The Button Factory, 855· Inslington, Portsmouth . For
other audition dates and information call 433-5923. It's an
exciting little place.
·

Upc omi n

Ev nts

UNH Celebrity Series guitarist Kazuhito Yamashita February 2. 8 p.m. Johnson
Theater
Tulsa Ballet Febrµary 18. 7 p.m.
Johnson Theater
New York City Opera "La Boheme".
Febru~ry) 1. 8 p.m. Johnson Theater
UNH galleries.
"California Photograph y: Remaking makebelieve''; January 31- April 12.

.

why remak e a Guy Nam ed Joe?
By Marc Mamigonian

Steven Spielberg's new
film, Always, is a,. remake of the
1943 film A Guy Named Joe. For
those not familiar with the original
(and there is no reason why you
should be, unlessyoua reanMGM
junkie), it is the kind of film
instantly recogniza ble as a
classical era MGM production ;
high production values, stars
aplenty (Spencer Tracy, Irene
Dunne, · Lionel Barrymore, Van
Johnson,~tc.), and scads of cheap
sentiment- specifically , cheap
patriotic sentiment, it bei_ng
wartime and all. It is a fairly
entertainin g film, but the big
question is "Why would Spielberg
possibly feel compelled to remake
it?" The big answer is "I haven't
the foggiest." So much for critical
insight.
The truth is that
Spielberg and his stars- Richard
Dreyfus, Holly Hunter, and the
suddenly ubiquitou s John
Goodman- do about as inuch as
they can with the material, which
isn't very much. Always is
surprising ly faithful to the
original,. even down to preserving
lines ofdialogue and using sirhilir '
shots. Again, why? A Guy Named
Joe isn't exactly holy writ, and
there is plenty of room for
improveme nt. Why remake a
movie if you are just going to plug
in new stars and a new setting?
Why_don'tl stopasking rhetorical
questions?
Theonema jorthingtha t
is changed is th~ setting of the
film. The original is set during
the Big One, World War II, at
various air bases. Atways is set in
an aerial fire fighting station in a
_large national park and a training
school for fire fighting pilots. Most

Making due- Dreyfuss taken for a ride in Always
of the impact of A Guy Named Joe
);.1_ It
is
becoming
comes from the fact that we know increasingl y clear that Spielberg
what is on the line- fighting for has lost hts way asa director. Sure,
democra·cy against Hitler, and all Indiqna Jp~e.s IIJ. wasfin , but it-is a. 7
that. All of this is lost in A~ways. formula film that he could
have
I'm not saying that fire fighting done in his sleep. C~oosing to
isn't important, but it lacks the remakeafil mlikeAGuy NamedJoe
intensity of the Nazi threat. is·a rnovethatc ouldonlyb emade
Clearly, Spielberg was aware of by someone who is wealthy and
this problem, thus-his futile efforts powerful enough to do any pet
to draw parallels between the fire projectthat comesfomi nd. What's
fightersand fighterpilo ts.Thefilm next? A remake of The Fighting
doesn't have much else going for Seabees? I don't .think Spielberg
it, so if it doesn't even have good knows what he wants to d,o
propagand a value, then why not anymore; I certainly don't know,
forget the whole thing? Not a bad but, then, we're not as close as we
idea. Exceptfhat AudreyHep burn used to be. I_hope he gets a clue
reprises the role played by Lionel soon, because until he does, he is
Barrymore in the'original. That is · just wasting his and our time.
something to ponder.

Best of 1989; fossil s and foreru nners
UNCLE JOHN'S GUIDE TO 1989
Best Works
1. Rolling Stones - Steel Wheels
2. Lou Reed - New York
3. Waterboys - Fisherman' s Blues
4. XTC - Oranges And Lemons
5. Bob Mould - Workbook
6. Mekons - Rock 'N' Roll
7. Syd Straw - Surprise
8. Ice T - Freedom of Speech ...
9. B-52' s - Cosmic Thing
10. Pixies - Doolittle
11. Jeff Beck - Guitar Shop
12. Texas - Southside
13. Torn Petty - Full Moon Fever
14. Indigo Girls - Indigo Girls
15. Kate Hush- Sensual World
16. ~ure - Disintegration
17. Neil Young - Freedom
18. Camper Van Beethoven - Key
Lime Pie
19. Robyn Hitchcock- Queen
Elvis
20. K.D. Lang - Absolute Torch
and Twang
'

Best Performanc es
1. Godfathers - Axis, August 16
2. Melissa Etheridge - Great
Woods, J~ly 25

3. George Clinton - Axis, July 14
4. Tom Rush - Somerville
Theatre, May 11
5. Violent Femmes - Orpheum
Theatre, April 11
6. Carole King - Opera House,
July 27
7. Red Hot Chili Peppers Channel, October 20
8. Ten Years After - Paradise,
November 14
9. Hoodoo Gurus - Club Casino
Augu.s t 22
·
'
10. Throwing Muses - Paradise,
June 1
Best Songs
1. Roy Orbison - She's A Mystery
To Me
2. Lucinda Williams - Side Of The
Road
. 3. Public Enemy-Fig ht The Power

4. Don Henley - I Will Not Co
Quietly
5. Public Image Limited Disappoint ed
· 6. Todd Rundgren -The Want Of
ANail 7. Maria McKeE! - PanicBeach
8. Replaceme nts - I'll Be You
9. Fugazi - Burning Too
10. Nine Inch Nails - Down On It
-J.W. Morss

Yo,
You got a mind?
You got hands?
You got ears?

Write a review.
The New Hampshire Arts
and Entertainm ent.

Word .
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Ever ythin g you eVer Wan ted to knoW abou t
Laur ie and Pete ... and more
Laurie Anderson Strange Angels Warner Brothers
Peter Murphy Deep RCA/Beggar's Banquet
By Sean Carroll
. It seems lik~ all the artists whose work I really enjoy take ab~ut four years on every work; maybe
there is some connection between those two facts, maybe not. I'm sure I don't know. In any case, to have two
of my favorites release new discs within a month of each other is a real windfall, avertible glut of listening
pleasure. With the release of Laurie Anderson's new album Strange Angels and Peter Murphy's Deep, this
rare event comes to pass.
·
It has been six years since Laurie Anderson's brilliant Mister Heartbreak, her last studio album,
came out. Six years m:ay seem like a long time to stay away, but then you have to consider that in the
intervening ~ix years she unve iled a mammoth, liv~, five album set cal!ed The United States Live, an amazing
concert movie, Home of the Brave (see the connection?) and another live album of the same title. She is after
all, first and foremost a performance artist, and evidently concentrates a lot of her energy there.
'
Still, the studio albums she has done are genius, and Strange Angels is no exception. Many people
know her only form her 1982 Big Science album, which is a beautifully sparse, haunting mix of fairlights,
vocorders and tapeloops. While that kind of work is still very much a part of Anderson's live show ( at least ·
it wa~ when Home of th~ Br~ve came out), there is so much more to consider. By '84 her style had already
drastl~ally evolved. At first listen, Mr. HB sounded sort of like the Laurie of Big Science, with her mainly
narrative vocal style, effect loops, etc., meeting a wildly funky producer like, say, Bill Laswell, "which in fact,
it turned out to be." This strangely synthetic album was immensely successful at what it tried to do, besides
being incredibly listenable.
·
.
Strange Angels continues where Mister Heartbreak, left off, continuing Laurie's gradual move
toward vocals t~at she actually sings. Not to worry, longtime fans, there is still plenty of Anderson's quirky
~p_oken-to-mus1c ~tuff here, but after 42 years she has finally really found her singing voice, and a fine voice
_it is, too; sort ?f high and dreamy. _Even the spoken parts show more life and musically than they used to.
Musically the album is actually toned down a lot from much of Mr. HB's multilayered madness;
some tracks are almost a return to the minimalist feel of Big Science, some are full of bright, funky horns and
a backing choir; the bulk of the album falls somewhere in between, with fairly calm keyboards, guitars,
sparse horns and percussion. There, is, remarkably, virtually no use of synthesizers, sampling, vocoders, or
effects, here; a huge departure for Anderson. While you may miss some of her manic sound, the live
instruments give the album a warmer feel than some of he; past work.
·
Her lyrical concerns on Strange Angels are as odd as ever; you feel that she makes perfect sense and
nonsense at the same time. One of the best and funkiest songs on the·album "Baby Doll" talks about the
strange problems she has with her brain which is bossy, and leaves her notes. And is incidentally referred
to as "he," ½'.hich is the final t'?uch to this hysterical song. Soem of iny favorite lyrics ever are in here. "Well,
I'm sitting around trying to write a letter/ I'm wracking my brains trying to think / Of another.word for horse
/ I ask my brain fot some assistence. / And he says: Huh ... Let's see ... How about cow? /That's close." The
rebellious brain inevitably says "Take me to your leader" and with just the right amount of hesitancy in her
voice, Laurie asks, "Uh, Do you mean George?" Kinda funny, kinda scary.
·
Another outstanding, upbeat cut is 11Monkey's Paw/' Anderson's commentary on the disposable world
of flesh. The sound is fast and bright, and the ly~cs are again funny. We never find out exactly what
Monkey's Paw is, but it seems fairly potent warning.
Meanwhi_le, for those of you who find Laurie Anderson is not to your taste, there is still another good
album to be had these days, Peter Murphy's latest offering, Deep.
.
Despite the fact that the band split up in 1983, Murphy is still best known to some as the lead siriger
of Bauhaus, the British band that arguably invented gothic/ death rock. The impact of their five or so albums
can still be felt in the underground scene today. The group split to pursue various projects with various
degrees of success. Today the rernna[lts seem fairly settled down as everyone from Bauhaus but Murphy has
formed the highly lucrative band "Love and Rockets," which despite early excellence seems set on a course
for empty, egotistical boredom. ·
Murphy, on the other hand, seems to be getting better. His initial start after Bauhaus was Dali Car's
single album, The WakingHour(l 984), which while lt has a few interesting cuts, was a bit monotonous. His
first album under his own name, Should The World Fail to Fall Apart, was considerably better, but two of
the best songs were covers, namely the title track by The Buzzcock' s team of Devoto and Pete Shelley, and
Pere Ubu's great "Final Solution."
Personal tirades aside, Murphy has som~ fine songs here, mostly co-writte~ with Paul Statham, one
of The Hundred Men, the backup band on Deep. The tracks very from a slow and moody ballad on "Marlene
Diet-rich's Favorite Poem," to an updated reworking of the Bauhaus classis "In the Flat Fields," on the first
single, ''The Line Between the Devil's Teeth." Musically the album is very interesting;The Hundred Men are
a live four piece band, whose style is simply inoffensive alternative pop, mainly tailored to spotlight
Murphy's amazing voice.
' Murphy's songs are largely filled with alienation a·nd a sense of emptiness of society. In "Roll Call"
he savages the empty people of this empty society, the preprogrammed lives. "On a long and winding grey
paved street/ youtbreath your only friend/ chattering others surround you/ you're going out again/ It's
a laugh and a gas new crowd / You tell yourself/ While buttoning up your new red shirt/ It's been twenty
years of doing this / Night into night/ Day into day/ With your preset mind." Sort of a grim, unexamined
life-not-worth-living picture, one that might even apply to some at UNH?
.
Well, maybe.
The album is full of such warnings, and the problem in Murphy's eyes seems to be one of faith. In
''The Line Between the Devil's Teeth" he asks ''How will you fell/ When above you is the firmament / Flows
the blood of the prophets/ Out of your really." The prophets he refers to are as likely Gurdjieff and his lot
as Jesus and his; that doesn't seem to be the point, really; it's the struggle and the search that matter.
· Anyway, you get the bas~c gist of it, maybe. Deep currently occupies
a well deserved spot on WUNH's top ten list, I believe. Yes, on occasion it seems like the man has no sense
of humor, and he may still suffer from Bauhaus' chronic angst or weltschmertz or some other German word,
and some say he needs to take himself less seriously, butso what? The music is great, and it does make se~se,
often. My only real complaint is that the compact disc (I don't know about the album) seriously bogs down.
on a pointless ten-minute reprise of an immediately previous song, "Roll Call." Still, I just program it out.
And keep listening. If I start to feel afraid or depressed, I'll just put on WERZ. It always helps me feel emptyheaded again. Maybe some New Kids would do the trick. They always help chase away the angry Welshman.
Sure.
·
All we need now is a really weird concert, something really great to come to the area, right? Well,
guess what! The Residents have taken their show on the road again. And now they're coming to Boston on
February 3rd, at the Berklee performance Center, (ooohhh.) These are the guys who wear the eyeball heads .
and tuxes. Not The Replacements, so be arned. It promises to be a profoundly disturbing film, one not to be
missed. I assume this is in connection with their new album of Elvis Presley covers, and it's called the "King
and Eye." So expect a review of both album and concert in these pages soon.
1

~

Ladies and gentlemen, Laurie Anderson

Galaxie 500 makin g its
mark in alternative circles
New Zealander s sparse, clean, absurd
By J.W. Morss
Galaxie 500 may technically refer to the obsolete, now classic
Ford automobile, but the cosmic dimension to the name is more fitting
for this post-Barrett, pre-Dark Side Pink Floyd-like bank. Their success
may only be measured in Alternative circles today, given the Metal
storms and Taylor Dane-made Madonnas outfitted at Tiffany malls
across this great country. ~owever, ethereally-diseas ed or not, .the
band 'has already made its imprint on all heavenly listeners with their
turntables or CD players in the sky. Classic is as Classical was, built
Ford tough or not.
AnativeNewZe alanderbythena meofDean Wareham fronts
the band. His delicate vocals and wobbly guitar phrasings rest on a
cushion supplied by Damon Krukowski' s percussion and Naomi Yang's
bass. The band left Aurora Records for the Rm\gh Trade label before
putting out their recently released second work titled On Fire. Dean's
guitar is awash with his trademark reverb on cut after cut. Kramer, the
band's producer and engineer who has also worked with Half Japanese,
has·done a great job of keeping the sound sparse and clean so Dean's
guitar layering can be appreciated.
Unfortunately, Kramer wasn't mixing the band and Nightstage
January 17.. Also, the band wasn't using its own monitors. Both factors .
conspfred to render Dean's solos almost inaudible that night. However,
each song still retained the distinctive feel of its recorded version.
Onstage, Dean led the band not with panache but with the strength of
his own virtuosity. Damon proved to be a physical drummer in slo-mo,
while Naomi posed like a statue, a haunting non-presence. Dean's
vocals, although properly inflected, seemed a bit too high for a few
songs, particularly "Decomposing Tree" (this phenomenon applies to
the recorded version as well, so he'd be ad vised to sing in the range he
displays on "Isn't It A Pity" instead). The ten song set, encores included,
was only an our long; the set's brevity was redeemed by its textural
richness. The set happened to include "Snowstorm," a highlight from
the new work. The tune's hypnotic ambience recalls "Ocean" by the
Velvet Underground off Live '69. The set was-bracketed by the first and
final cuts off Today, "Flowers" and ''Tugboat" ("I don't want to go to
your party .. .I just want to be your tugboat captain.") respectively.
Sometimes absurdity rears its head in unforeseen places.
Dean was carrying a box oft-shirts for sale when he returned to the stage
for the encores. Frank Z~ppa was introducing his son Dweezil on some
recorde~ format being played over the PA system as soon as the concert
finished. Kramer's liner notes to On Fire mention the ~'fiery breeze"
which is Galaxie 500. I asked Dean what that meant. He smiled an said
he had no idea. Oh, by the way, it's alright to tell him that their music's
just "pretty" - that is if all you get out of their music for lyrical
profundity is a "fiery breeze."
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Only for student American Express® Cardmembers.
Apply for the American Express® Card.
■ 10% OFF ANY NORTHWEST FLIGHT- with
speed the ptocess.)
Then get ready to take off. In search of
·your own personalized discount card, valid
. · Keep in mind that our Automatic
adventure, action-or just simply"te escape. f:·pthroughJanuary 1991,on all Notjhwese'~na:·. · .-. Acceptarite "Prograrri makes it
easier for
American Express and Northwest _ ·
Northwest Airlink flights. (This discouht ·
you 'to become a Cardmember now; as a
Airlines have arranged these extraordinary
is not applicable to the $118 student
student, than it will ever be again.
travel privileges on Northwest-exclusively · certificates and other certificates, .
And remember that as a Cardmem~
for student Cardmembers:
promotional or special status airfares.)
ber you'll enjoy all the exceptional benefits
■ CERTIFICATES VALID FOR THE PURCHASE
■ 2,500 BONUS MILES TOWARDS FREE TRAVELand personal service you would expect from
OF 1WO $118 ROUNDTRIP TICKETS- to many
when you enroll in Northwest's W:orldPerks® American Express.
of the more than 180 cities in the 48 contigFree Travel Program.
So don't miss out on a world of great
uous United States served by Northwest.
experiences. Pick up the phone. Apply for
AND NOW BECOMIN G A CARDMEMBER
Each certificate is good fqr a six-month
the Card. And start packing!
IS AS EASY AS A TE~EPHO NE CALL.
period, and they will arrive within six
-weeks after you receive the Card. Current · Just pick up the phone, call 1-800-942AMEX, arid talk to us.' We'll take your
Cardmembers ·will automatically receive
application and begin to process it
their $118 certificates by March 15, 1990
immediately. (If you have ·your banking
prov~ded they are still full time students~
information handy; like your account
number and bank address, it will help
Membership Has Its Privileges®
APPLY TODAY

■TRA
VEL
sREIATED
®

SERVICES

1-800-942-AMEX

An Amer can E -.press company

~

NORTHWEST
AIRLINES

*If you are already a student American Express Cardmember and have a question about this program, please
send your written question, ~ copy of your student ID and class schedule to:. American Express, PO. Box
35029,
Attn: Student Marketing, Greensboro, NC 27425. Fare is for roundtrip travel on Northwest Airlines.

Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservations. Fares are nonrefundable and no
itinerary changes
, may be made after purchase. Seats at thi$ fare are limited and may not be available when you call. Travel
must originate by certificate expiration date and be completed within 60 days of that date.Travel may not
be available
between cities to which Northwest does not have published routings. City fuel surcharges not included
in fare from Boston ($2.50), Chicago ($5.00), Denver ($2.00) and Florida cities ($2.00). Certain blackout
dates and
other restrictions may apply. For complete offer details, call 1-800-942-AMEX. ©1990 American Express
Travel Related Services Company, Inc.

THE AMERICA N EXPRESS ® CARD. FOR STUDENT S MORE THAN EVER.
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MISTER BOFFO
by Joe Martin

. · © 1990 Trlbunot-4odla Servlc os ,lnc.
All Rights Reserved

·

Mark Alan Stamaty
WE'RE GOING

A~TE~ DRUG

.LORDS J.\ND \NCRl;AS\NG
OUR EF~OR1S A, BoR.Df:R ·
SECURITY AND .DRUG-FLOW
\~fTERD\CTION. R\G\-\1"~
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FO UR OF A KI ND
e're holding an
unbeatable hand.
Teradyne, a half
billion dollar leader in the
high tech field, stands' apart
from all the other players in
the world market. We're big
· enough to stay in the_game
as the stakes are raised, yet
we' re still informal enough
to allow you flexibility and
freedom.

W

matOR\( Oi
.~

t~\\.~~

\'\\\\\\

-

,

llll(OMMIINKATIONS
SYSTEMS

And what a hand we hold.
In our AutoJnatic Test Equipme nt
businesses, we're a leading player in
virtually every market, from board test to
compon ent test. When you need to test the
lat~st produ_ct, you talk to Teradyne first.

.....'•..

'-

~-./'."

.

OurElec tronic Design Automation business is bringing our technology to .
market in this fast growing software arena, producin g state-of-the-art products
used in engineering design analysis and test of complex electronic systems.
We're_alsothe world's largest merchant produce r of backplane connection
systems. These systems are vital in the develop ment of tomorro w's military ·
and commercial electronics products.
And Teradyne is the world's leading indepen dent manufac turer of telephone
network test systems-. As voice and data merge, we'll be there to provide test
solution~ for .the telecommunicati~ns industry~
Teradyne has facilities in some of the country' s most desiJ:'.able areas, and close
to most of the nation's major learning centers ..
To keep our unbeatable hand as the world game gets tougher, we need talented
people with new ideas. For more information, visit your Placement Office.

.·. Corporate headquarters: Boston, MA
.
Division headquarters:
.
Nashua, NH • Deerfield, IL • Agoura·Hills, CA • Santa Clara, CA • Walm:1!.,Creek, CA • To)<yo_:_
United Kingdom

....

'

..

- . ...

. .-·

.

.
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College Class Rings

·~·

No one remembe-rs in so many ways.

I

··

30: 199(/
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Balfour.

.

..

~ - --..:

~

.

.

32 Main Street, Durha m N.H.
Your One Stop Store "

!

.i

"
I
i ~~~r •Jev.eta~es • Wines • Groceries !~
·!i
Specializing in
I

.

lt ..•....-

UN H

-~

New Engla nd Style

!
i

Barb ecue Chic ken
'lz"'i< .1f.*i <J'z. "'f,** "1t-t, ,'t**" \.

I

Me mor ies ...
Tradition...
Pride...

·I

!

BIGGEST AND BEST ·1
Subs -·-:{ Syrians * Bulkies . .
~
Ben & Jerry's Ice Crea m
I
I
I

i

Say it all with a
· BAL FOU R .Cla ss Rin g

DURH AM'S

i··

~

Store Hours: Sun.-Wed. 7:00 AM to Midnigh t
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. 7:00.AM to 1:00 AM

~

~

All orders made to order.
For Fast take out without waiting,

;
~

i

February 2nd & 3rd

Mu B

·~

I

.

CALLAHEAD...

I

t
~
868
-25
21
·
~
I
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If you want your picture in the
1990 Yearb ook you must sign-up
outside the Granite Office- Room
125, MUB st~rting February 5th. _
Portraits begin February12th and
will end March ·2nd
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* Don't wait- spaces will go quick and
no walk-ins will be accepted., This is
· your last chance. Any questions call
· 862-1599.

s

SENIORS SENIORS SENIORS SENIORS

U:N·H.,

Ath lete .
of the

We ek
Week Of: January 30, 1990

.prese·n ted
by:

H A Y D E N
S P O R

T S

38 Main Street

Durham , NH
03824

Name : Betsy Anderson
Sport: Gymnastics
Betsy led th~ Wildcats to a ·
three-point win over Pittsburgh this .
past weekend as she captured the
all-around ·title with a score of
36.00. Anderson took individual
honors on bars as ·she scored a 9 .25.
Entering their final event, floor
exercise, the Wildcats were tenths
of a point behind the Lady Panthers,
but an outstanding team effort lifted
UNH to a 180.65 - 177 .65 victory.
Anderson led the team as she
finished third with a score of 9.35.
UNH is now 2-0 on the season.

Look for the "Athlete of the Week" every
Tuesday, ONLY in The New Hampshire
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Female roommate needed to live in
coops 3 bedroom fun pad with 4 cool
girls call 868-6062
Female roommate needed· to share
apartment in Dover witl)_two other
people. Close to Kari~van route.
$200.pp plus utilities. Call 743-0881.
Need roommate 25+ years for 2
bedroom 2 bath condo in Portsmouth.
$350.00/ month + 1 /2 utilities. Call
and/or leave message evenings: 4312089.
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT
HOMES from $1 (U-repair).
Delinquent
tax
property.
Repossessions: Call 1-602-838-8885
Ext. GH18587

'75 Dodge Dart, 8 cylnd, runs well,
interior good. $400/B.O. Call eve. 4270810
Kneissl "Racing Team WM" Cross
Country Skiis (200 cm) with Addidas
Boots (40). and Bindings. Call Julie
742-9022. $125 or b.o.
-Black Suede Jacket- wdmen's, size 10,
lined asking $50.00. Call Maureen at
433.:8462. Please leave message.
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ATTENTION:
EASY WORK.
EXCELLENT PAY!
Assemble
products at home. Details: (1 )602-8388885. Ext. W-18587

Work study job, Exeter Public Library
$6.00/hr. Shelving, Circulating
materials and other tasks, downtown
Exeter, N.H. 772-3101.
In die Record Co. ,seeks creative,
-assertive, well orgqnized interns for
marketing & prornotipn. (5160674~
3229
Tutors Needed: Subject area tutors are
being hired by the TASk Center. Share
your knowledge of math, business,
sciences, foreign languages, etc.; meet
new people while being trained and
paid! Call or stop by T ASk, College
Rd., 862-3698.
ATTENTION- HIRING! Government
jobs - your area. Many immediate
openings without waiting list or test.
$17,840-$69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885.
EXTR18587

Professional.Word Processing for your
resume, reports, documentation,
manuscripts, thesis, etc. Experienced,
efficient, reasonable rates, quickreturn. CallFlashFingers(Janet Boyle),
659-3578.

WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR
BIG SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO
$1,400 IN JSUT 10 DAYS!!! Objective:
Fundraiser; Commitment: Minimal.
Money: Raise $1,400. Cost: Zero
Need more closet space? Two men's . Investment. Campus organizations,
wardrobes for sale.
Excellent
dubs, frats, sororities call OCMS: 1
condition. $SO each or BO. Call Robert
(800) 932-0528/ 1 (800) 950-8472, ext.
· 868-3871. Leave message.
10
Must. sell '72 Duster. Body is good
shape. Snow tires. Well maintained.
Always starts! Call Me! 862-5284
ONLY$200

QUEEN SIZE WATERBED. Oak
frame, semi-motionless mattress,
heated. Jn great ,cond.Won1 AsJdng
$225 or B/O. 868-7312.

SPRING BREAK 1990! PARTY
JAMAICAN
STYLE!
ONE
BEAUTIFUL WEEK STARTING AT
$469.00!! HOT DAYS AND REGGAE
NIGHTS!! TRAVEL WITH THE BEST!!
CALL SUN SPLASH TOURS 1-800426-7710

~~ _ ~i~J=~.UMD.,

ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT
HOMESfrom$1 (U-repair) Delinquent
tax property. Repossessions. Call 1602-838-8885 Ext. GH 18,587

'

FOUND! Pet rabbit on College Rd.
before x-mas break 862-4286 Erin/ Rm.
7 if not there leave message
If someone found a small white dog
and is thinking of keeping him, please
don't, we miss him 868-7078

OUTSTANDING WORK/STUDY
JOBS: If you are a sophomore, junior
or 1st semester senior with a 2.5+ GPA
who wants a challenging position iI) a
friendly, supportive environment,
apply to be a tutor/ counselor at TASk,
College Rd. by February 2nd.
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING.
PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,700 IN ONLY
10 DAYS. Student groups, frats and
sororities needed for marketingproject
on campus. For details pl us your FREE
GIFT, Group officers call 1-800-7658472 Ext 50
ATTENTION:
EARN MONEY
TYPING AT HOME! . 32,000/yr.
income potential. Details, (1)602-838-8885 Ext. T-18587
MAKE ·$1,000's WEEKLY. EARN
$500.00
FOR
EVERY
100
ENVELOPESSTUFFED!! SENDSELF
ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE
TO: "EASYMONEY" P.O. BOX64899
CHICAGO, IL. 60666-0899

RING in the new year w / a Balfour
class ring! MUB 10-3 Feb 2 & 3
Attention Seniors: To be in the 1990
yearbook portrait sign,-ups · begin
February 5th. Sitting dates: February
12th-March 2nd. Room 125 MUB . .
It's back' and better than ever! The NICHE COFFEE HOUSE in Devine
Hall with provide entertainment every
Friday night 8:30- 11:30 pm featuring ,
local artists. On Friday Feb. 2nd, come
see Carmac McCarthy and Brenda
Curry. Admission is $1 students, $2
hon-students.
To the students of T-school: Keep all
of .your evidence, Tooch is out to get
you. Fight for what you deserve!
FREE NEWSPAPERS! BUNDLES +
BUNDLES to be given away! If you
need some or can help us ~· please call
the New Hampshire@ 862-1323.

If you ar~ transferring to a new college
· next semester and want to make some
quick cash contact Deb at 868-5629

. Toyota Tercel ~ 1981, 69k, 4 door, 5
speed, asking $1,250. Call Chris &
Maureen at 433-8462. Please leave
message.

ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT
SEIZED VEHICLES from $100. Fords,
, Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus
Buyers Guide. 1-602-838-8885. Ext.
AI8587.

Medical, legal, and counseling costs
paid. If you would like more
informatio'n about Brian and Karen, or
private adoption, call out adoption
lawyer Betsy C~zden (603) 622-9835.

LOST: SMALL White Dogaboutl foot
long, recently shaven, wearing a blue
nylon collar. May answer to Fluffy.
REWARD. 868-7078

Send a special message to the one you
love. -Place a personal in The New
Hampshire's Valentine's issue on
February 13! $3 for 25 words. Corne to
rm 110B MUB, M-F.
.
Leave the driving to us!
Call Safe Rides: 862-1414
Fri + Sal 10pm - 2am '
SEARCHING for experienced person
to care for 3 children in our North
Hampton Home - live in or out - 9649456 ASAP
ADOPTION: Physician Assistant and
children's counselor, married 5 years,
longing to adopt an infant to love.

Did this catch
your attention .
Well ...
......... . .... : ••••• : • :: •

■

•• : : : : : : : : •

•

~=: :: : :: : : :

Resident Assistant applications are due
on Thursday, February 1 from 10:004:00 pm in the Carroll-Belknap . Rm,
MUB. Sign up for interviews at that
time. For info call 862-2268

Broomhall, broomball, broomball,
and I'm so happy. If we lose, I will
be so unhappy. OK everybody???
Please, please, please, Don't screw
up.

Julie Bates, What is so gn~at
Treasure your memories of UNH w / a · about being ;lO? Nothing! but someBALFOUR class ring! Displayed .in . one far away thinks it's great, of course
MUB 10-3, Feb 2 + 3.
.
someone who is close knows . it is a
grE'J}t feat. -No longer a ~eenager! "FiLeave the driving to us!
nafly a woman" Noone gives a shit but
Call Safe Rides - 862-1414
Jack. This is a fact of life. Love, Jack
Fri + Sat 1 Opm ~ .2am
Are your tired of doing the s,a p)e old
thing with your weekends? Come to
the NICHE in Devine Hall. Every
Friday night super entertainment will
be provided by local musicians. This
Friday night will feature Brenda Curry
and CormacMcCarthy. Adm. students
$1, non-students $2.

IHI

IP

IP

Y

IIB IT JR 1f IHI ID> A Y

Bey ED- Yo~'re FIRED! You Stiff!
Keep the UNH memories alive w / a
BALFOUR class ring! MUB 10-3, Feb
2 +3.

A

JlUILITIE IIBA1rIE;§Y ·

Stu, Thank You.
Come to Alpha Xi D-elta'.sSpringRush.
Sunday February 4th 7-9 pm, Monday
Februa~y 5th ' 7-9 . pm, Tuesday
February 6th 7-9 pm . Join us! 3
Strafford Ave.
Resident Assis tan tappl_ica tions are due
on Thursday, Febn1,ary 1 from 10:00- ·
4:00 pm in the Carroll-Belknap room,
MUB. Sign up for interviews at that .
time. For info call 862-2268.
· Keep UNH in heart .+ hand forever .
BuyaBALFOURclassring. SeedispI~y
in MUB. 10-3, Feb 2+3.
Dear Lynnie... Happy belated
birthday!! ~ov~ JJ .
To thepc;1Ssenger who~helpedmeback
out last week: thanks again! -your
friendly bus driver,Jill

Call
The
New Hampshire
for details
aboutour

Island
Display
Space
862-1323
(Don't Delay!!!
This space must
be reserved!!!)
. Treastlfe your memories of UNH w / a
BALFOUR class ring! Dispfayed in
MUB 10-3, Feb 2 + 3.
ADOPTION: Miracle Wanted. Nancy,
Bill & little Sean will cherish your
precious newborn. · Your wishes
matter. Call collect eves (802)766-2219.
NationalMarketingFirmseeksmature
student . to mqnage on-campus
promotions for top companies this
school year. Flexible hours with
earnings potential to $2,500 per
semester. . Must be organized,
hardworking and money motivated.
Call Elizabeth or Myra at (800)59'.22121.
RING,RING,RING! It's the BALFOUR
class ring man! AttheMUB, 10-3,Feb
2 +3.
Leave the driving to ui
Call Safe Rides- 862-1414
Fri + Sat 1Opm - 2am

z:

Look out, Broomhall butt cheesesucking insignificant festering sores ·
from a leech's intestines. You should
surrender now before we blow y~u ·
off the ice in five seconds flat. Best
regards, DJ Bobby D and the
Lubricated Ice Posse in Full Effect.
Laura D-Joe's watch,thatfascistorange
shirt, Raspberry juice •-- Whew! it's
gettin' crowded in here.
Broom Ball madness, and DJ BobbyD
and the Lubricated Ice Posse in Full
Effect is tot.al gladness.
John ·D.-The shirt isn't orange, it's
tangerine. I miss seeing that funky
toothbrush of yours with the tiger
stripes.
John and.Laura. Did you ever notice
that your last names are very similar?
(They both begin with D. That is so
weird! Mqybe you should explore your
compatibility. Or have you by now?
Attention Broom-Ball bozos. We will
pop you like three-day-old zHs, you
pathetic gnats. Heaping mounds of
abuse will be dealt with a scoop on
your puny heads.--The bad boys of DJ .
Bobby D and the Lubricated Ice Posse
in Full Effect.
Kim, time flies when I'm _with you.
Ten seconds seem like, oh, three or so·.
Why do I even bother sending
messages to my friends out in the
UAC's. They never even bother to call
and see if I'm alive . • You know who
you are and you know who I ~How's that dumn page coming, Laura.?
Your hair is looking really big lately.
What kind of shampoo do you use.
Socks, socks, socks, socks. Da Da Da,
they keep your feet warm.
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Don't you
think Mom
.a nd Dad
'would too?!

Get then1 a subscrip tion so they kno-w just how much goes on
at UNH. Your phone calls hon1e -will becon1e a lot shorter!
YES! Please include us on your subscription list!
Name
Address
Phone Numbe r------- - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - , - - - - Enc 1.osed i s a check for $ 18 to cover Spring ,Semester.
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'Cats claw
Cana dians , 8-3
Providence College
takes Univer sity
Cup from UNH on
paper, not on the ice
.

Men's hockey battled last week against Northeastern here, and tried to tackle Boston University Saturday
nigJlt, dropping another one, 4-2 (Mike Pamham photo).

.

netted her first goal of the season,
By Heather Grant
In what became a battle unassisted.
· The University Cup, . a
between the best of Canadian and
American women's hockey, the weekend of play featuring the best
UNH Lady 'Cats went undef~ated women's teams from Canada and
but lost the University Cup to the United States, was eventually
ECAC rival Providence College decided by figures on paper and
during last weekend's action at not on the ice. Since both the
Providence and UNH teams ended
Snively.
The tpurnament, designed to the weekend with 2-0 records, the
detetmine the best of North title was given to the teain which
American women's hockey, got allowed the fewest goals
underway last Friday night when throughout their games. In this
Providence played a heated match case, the Friars had only allowed
against the University of Toronto. one goal, and the Lady 'Cats had
The Friars came out on top 2-1. allowed three. The method of .
The second game of the evening deciding the eventual winner was
featured the Wildcats and the selected so thatteams would avoid
running up the score. It also
. University of Guelph.
The Lady 'Cats proved to be allowed for all team members to
invincible in tne first period as gain valuable playing time.
"It was a good opportunity
they scored seven goals and
allowed Guelph only three shots for everyone to get a chance to
on net. Senior Captain Andria play," said right wing Harris. "We
Hunter netted two goals, giving realized that we are a team and
her 150 career points at UNH. that everyone should be involved.
Sophomore Dawn Harris also It didn't matter if you were on the
scored two goals in the period, first line or the fourth line,
followed by Senior Laura Prisco, everyone was important in both
Sophomore Laura Stiles and wins."
Freshman center Karyn Bye,
Rookie Dawn Thibodeau, who
each had one goal. Freshman UNH's leading scorer, was also
Colleen Coyne scored early in the pleased with the way the whole
second period to round out the team came together for the wins.
"We played really well
scoring for UNH. Guelph seemed
to attempt a comeback in the · against Guelph and basically all
second period when they scored weekend," said Bye. "Our passing
three goals, two of which were on was especially good and Erin
power plays. Both teams were [Whitten] did really well in net."
Harris, who is Canadian
unabletoscoreinthet hirdperiod
and the Lady 'Cats came away herself, was excited about the
with an 8-3 win. Senior Heidi chance to play teams outside of
Chalupnik also reached a the ~area and especially from
·
milestone in her career when she Canada. ·
to · ·
experience
"It was a good
scored her 100th career point with
said
Canada,"
from
teams
play
period.
first
the
in
assists
two
By Saturday afternoon, all Harris. "It's always good to
four tournament contenders were compare ourselves with teams
ready to face ·off for the second from Universities beside·s the ones
round of action at Snively. In the we normally play, as well as ones
fir-st game, Providence soundly from other countries."
Although the team wasn't
defeated Guelph by a 6-0 margin
and ended their tournament bid able to challenge Providence for
allowingo1'ltonegoal to be scored the title, they are always aware of
againstthem.Inthene xtgamethe facing their biggest rivals in the
Wildcats took on Toronto and held - future.
"It was odd the way it was set
their opponents scoreless, coming
away with a 5-0 victory. Hunter up," said Harris.'"We would have
andJuniorKarenAkre eachscored loved to play Providence to get a
Sophomore chance at the title but we know
while
two
Matthews we'll have other chances."
Molly
defensewoman

\

Basket a far reach
for men's hoop
Boston University pushes
UNH losing streak to 22
By Keith D. Rogers
In a Saturday afternoon game
at Lundholm gymnasium, the
Boston University Terriers proved
why they are atop of the standings
in the North Atlantic Conference
by soundly beating the Wildcat's
men's basketball team, 67-51,
extending the 'Cats home losing
streak to 22 games.
For most of the first half the
'Cats looked as if they were going
to make the game extremely
competitive. Eric Thielen got the
home team in the scoring column
· first as he hit a layup two minutes
into the game.
- UNH's collapsing 2-3 zone
defense forced.BU into many long
range shots in the first half. The
Terrier's Mark Daly was the first
opposing player to launch a threepointerandsuccessfullyconverted.
Besides the outside· shooting
of Tommy Hammer and Bob
Cummins the Wildcats were able
to build an 18-17 lead with 7:49
remaining in the first half. The pair
combined for all but six of UNH's
firsthalftotalof21 points . .1-fammer
hit the Wildcat'sonlytrifectaofthe
first half. and was two for three
from che field. Meanwhile
Cummins ~as !hree for threeirom
the floor with two assists.
Any notions of an upset were
quicklyeras~d as BU went on a 153 run to end, the first half with
three, three-point plays by the
Terriers Daly, Steve Key, and
Nashua New Hampshire's Scott
White. '

In the second half the
Wildcatscouldgetnoclosertothe
Terriers than. nine points due in
part to the Terrier's successful
outside shooting. The 'Cat's
inability to get back into the game
wasduetotheexceptionaldefense
BU used to keep the Wildcat's two
leading scorers, Pat Manor and
Eric Thielen, in check, allowing
the pair to score only 10 points ·
total.
The Wildcat's point guard
Bryant Davis started out the
s~cond half the way Hammer and
Cummins played in the first. The .
freshman scored his team's first
10 points of the half as he found
himself open due to the Terrier's
concentration on Manor and
Theilen.
BU' s Daly and King
continued where they left off in •
the first half burying two, threepointers apiece, giving their team
a 21 point lead, 54-33, with 10
minutes to play in the game.
In the final 10 minutes the
_Men's basketball continues their losing•streak, with a 61-51 loss to Boston University on Satu~ay (Don
Wildcatshadnumerousfreethrow Carlson photo).
· opportunities but like most of the
season theywereunabletoconvert
withanyconsistency,missingnine
_shots from the_charitv s.tr..in,~ ~~-__,..,,='<-~,_.
. ·Despite two trifectas by
Hammer, the 'Cats could not put a
suffici~ntdenti~ the_Terrier'sle~d
, asthefma116pomtvictoryrnargm,
67-51 attest~.
,
.
. The Wildcats next game _is
this Thursday at 7:30 p.m. m
By Kevin Gray
went into the half with a five point
Lundholm Gymnasium against
The season has hit full stride lead but started off the second half
the Northeastern Huskies.
for the Lady 'Cats and currently · cold which eventually led to a 12
they stand with a reserved 6-10 point BU lead at one point.
record. More importantly, UNH
. "More than half of their
has proven itself in the North rebounds were offensive ones, and
Atlantic Conference, establishing they capitalized," said Coach
a 3-2 record.
Sanborn. Freshmen Laura Seiden
On Thursday the Wildcats and Senior Deb Dorsch led a
dropped a hard fought game, 77- balanced scoring attack with 18
76,at Dartmouth. Trailingby16in and 14' points respectively. The ·
the second half, Julie Donlon led a loss gives UNH a 3-3 ·record in .
winning 4-2 and 31-2.
By Mike Dean
heavyweight Rocco Sorace. "Our
"Some strange things have comeback with an array of three- conference play dropping to third
With five starters injured and most consistent performer has
happene<;i to us this year," said pointers, toppirg all scorers with place in the NAC.
seven freshmen in the starting been Rocco Sorace," said
Urquhart, speaking of injuries, a 24 points, including five trifectas.
"The first half we played
lineup, the UNH wrestlers have Urquhart. "Without doubt, he's
"Our players did an excellent really good ... We're just having
largely freshman lineup and losing
had a tough time of late, winning wrestling real well." Sorace, 9-2
. wins on the final matches. "We've job to come back like they did," trouble putting two halves
only once over break.
after the Boston College matches,
· got five starters hurt right now. said Head Coach Kathy Sanborn. together right now," said tri-,
Friday's competition was no won both his matches on Friday.
"It was a great all-round effort."
We're banged up."
·
captain Rita McCarroll.
different as the Wildcats entered
Sorace defeated Hoskinson of
"I think we' re corning around
"Our lineup has seven
· One positive aspect which
the final matches against both Western New England easily and
freshmen in it," he said. "We've right at the right time," said UNH
displayed
was · a_
Rhode Island College and Western · won against Mekenna of Rhode
never had more than three. It's Donlon. "We worked really well contributing bench. Sophomore
New England College with leads, · Island College on a technical fall
.
good for experience but tough to together."
Karri Reynolds came off the bench
but came up s}:lort both times. in the third perioq.
UNH scratched and clawed and provided a spark for the
have that many freshmen in the
UNH finally lost to Western New
The Wildcat's Brian Cone lineup. We're
living and dying its way back to within one point Wildcats, along with Deb Russell
England College 23-21 and tied scored a technical fall at 1:24 of the
with eight seconds left but couldn't who added 10 points.
with ·o ur freshmen right now."
"Deb
Rhode Island College 21-21.
first period against Western New
Despite the team's tough stop the clock as Dartmouth . Russell had a great game for us,"
Head Coach Jim Urquhart is England in the 118-pound weight
times of late, which include losses inbounded the ball and ate away said Sanborn.
frustrated bytheinjuriesthathave class. Ken Perra also scored on a
to Delaware and Drexel1 Urquhart the remaining second's. On the
UNH will look to turn things
decimated his squad.
technical fall in the third period
night, Donlon hit her season high around Monday as they again take
remains optimistic.
' "We're not happy at all," he against Rhode Island College in
"We should be all right when with 24 points, and Laura Seiden the road, this time to Harvard,
said. ''To be 3-5-1 is frustrating the 177-pound weight class. Perra
our starters return," he said. "All continued her Rookie of the Year which will be their forth road game
afterconsecutive14winseasons." finished the day 1~0-1, tying his
three captains are injured right campaign with 16.
in a row. The 'Cats will end the
The 'Cats only victory over match in the 190-pound class
Satµrday, the Wildcat's road swing Wednesday after they
now."
break came on January 20 against against Western New England .
·Barring further injuries this ventured to Boston University take on Northeastern of the NAC.
Boston College. "Seton Hall," said Cone's win was his only match of
year's squad should be back in looking for an upset and a hold on Lundholm Gymnasium should ,
Urquhart, "would have been the day.
good shape when UNH hosts the first place in the NAC Conference. seem comforting to these women ·
another win. We usually beat up
· In the 150-pound class Jason
New England Division I However the 'Cats had no such as they will finally play a hoine . ·.
on them." Seton Hall, however, Pietroniro wrestled well, winning
championships on March 10 and luck as the Terriers dominated the game February 3 (Sat.) against~,:,
was unable to make it because of . s:. i against Rhode Island College
11. The 'Cats next competition is boards by a margin of 55-22, Central Connecticut at 1 :00 p.m . ._>:
the weather.
· and .13,..7 against Western New
Tuesday night at home against enroute to a 67-58 victory. UNH
One bright spot for this year's England. i67--p~under Todd
Plymouth-State.
team has been the performance of Burchard a1so went 2-0 for the day,

~-· cruats nrop to

Dartmo uth

.Injuries plague wrestler s
Rocco Sorace continues to impress for
UNH in the heavyweight class

'Ill

•

·tra cks ter s

Landvoy second at 2:34.0, and
Greg Wipf in the third spot at
2:38.1. Todd Paquette sprinted to
first in the 200 meters in 23.7
seconds.
Both UNH relay teams were
victorious. The 1600 meter relay
"We didn't have -enough teamofScottC legg,JimGeb hardt,
Daniel
and
Geil,
depth," said Head Coach Jim Todd
Boulanger, citing injuries a nd a O'Shaugness y defeated URI's
lackofintensi tyaspossibler easons squad with a time of 3:38.0. The combination of Chris Basha, Ryan
for the loss.
Coach Landvoy, Steve Sarette, and Jeff
to
According
Boulanger, "The hurdles hurt us,· Sallade won the 3200 meter relay
the high jump hurt us, and the
in 8:17 .0 .
Barney Borromeo, Gary
3000." These events were swept
Darren Meyer, and
Gustavson,
no
by URI, with UNH earning
were all sidelined by
Powers
Matt
points.
t
The Wildcats did earn a
may compete nex
but
injuries,
number of first place spots. Greg weekend.
In spite of the loss, Coach
Taylor's winning hurl of 52 feet 11
and one half inches in the shot put Boulanger was satisfied with his
was a personal record. Boulanger team's performance.
" I was pleased," said
singled out Taylor's win as the
"I thought we could
Boulanger.
meet.
the
of
performance
best
"I threw really well my have raised our level of intensity
freshman year, and this is the first just a little bit."
The meet also featured the
time I threw past it," said Taylor,·
· ·1
J
·
who is now a senior.
running of the annual a umm m1 e.
Other first pla~e finishes Fred Doyle, UNH class of '73, won
included Joe Stone m th e pole the race irt 4:36.3. Doyle was the
v~ult:-1-"~t:hl _his_season'sbe5 t_oil3-~olctest-competitor in the event.
feet six inches. Randy Hall won
UNH faces Holy Cross in the
f4 l5 0 Ch ·
·1 ·th f
th
emi ewi a imeo : · · ns lasthomemee tofthewinters eason
Basha gained top honors .in the
800 meters with 1:57.2. The team on February 2. Field events begin
also saw success in the 1000 meters, at 6:00 p.m. Approximate ly 20
be
taking ·first through third place athletes from Dartmouth will
they
although
also,
participating
with hall in front at 2:32.4, Ryan
will be non-scoring.

By Tyche Hotchkiss
Last weekend' s meet against
New .England
defending
champions URI, brought defeat
for UNH men's track, with a final
-- ~core of 78-66.

URI had a little more height and speed on UNH, defeating the 'Cats 73-66 (Ben Frazier photo).
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Two lucky goals by BU drop UNH into sixth
place 'inHoc key East standi ngs

Tt

By Brian Brady
Just six weeks ago the-men's
hockey team was riding high with .
an 8-5-3 record in Hockey East, a
national 'ranking for the first time
since the world was flat and 4-1-2
record in · Hockey East, good
enough for second place.
Was it a dream?
Today the national polls are
but a distant memory, their record
is 11-10-5 (4-4-4in H.E.), and they
occupysixth placeinHocke yEast.
In the midst of a tailspin in league
play (having · dropped three
straight games) they are in danger
oflosing all hopeof wrestljng away
one of the top four spots in league
play and .a possibility of having
precious home ice in the first round_
oftheHockey EastPlayoffsi nearly
March.
The latest setback was
Saturday · night at Boston
Univ~rsity as the icemen lost to an
upstart Terrier team, which was
playing in front of their first
~apacity crowd since October of
1988(3,405). BU dumped the'Cats,
4-2.
The story of the game was
Boston University's inspired play
in the first ·period and the
beginning of the second' to give
them a 3-0 lead. Two of the three
·goalS"were aided by a little luck.
"The team is going to have
difficulty when a few goals that
shouldn't go in do," said Coach
Bob Kullen.
The goals- Kullen was
referring two were the Terrier's
second and third goals. Wildcat
goaltender Pat Morrison took the

puck from behind the UNH net out just seven minutes into the
while the 'Cats were shorthanded third period to send a dull silence
_and accidently slid it to -Terrier through Walter Brown Arena.
captain . Mike Sullivan, who
The 'Cats had a golden chance
pumped it into an open net for the to tie the game with 8:30 left when
2-0 lead with just under 3:00 Chris Winnes walked in frottt of
remaining in the first period.
the Boston Universityne tand was
· "I tried to play the puck . denied by Cashman.
around the boards, but I flicked
Shawn
Terrier's
The
my wrist at the last second and McEachern put the game out of
pushed it in front," said a dejected reach when he scored with j~st
Morrison. While Morrison's faux under five minutes remaining to
pas cost the 'Cats on the Sullivan make the final 4-2.
goal, he robbed Sullivan on a
"BU got a couple lucky goals
breakaway with one second left in on bad bounces," said senior
the first period to keep the game defenseman Jeff Lazaro. "We had
close.
. just as many chances as they did.
BO's David Tomlison scored Thegamewas hasedonhow lucky
one minute into the seconci period you were."
when he trickled a slow roller
While the 'Cats .have
through a screen of players and . slipped_in the league standings,
through Morrison, giving BU a 3- they can.crawl back into the thick
0 lead.
of things with wins over league
BU put the heat on Morrison ptin<:hing bag M~rrimack and
all night, with several Terriers Lowell this week.
firing on Morrison, unscathed
"Those are two must
from point blank range. wins," , said Chris Winnes.
Morrison's 44 shot ·s ave total was "Wednesday night against
impressive but the quality of his Merrimack will be a great time to
saves left BU coach Jack Parker get the ball rolling and take it to
impressed.
them. Then we can get a hold of
"Morrison was sharp Lowell."
tonight," Parker said; "He always
''The confidence is still
seems to come up big against us." there," said Lazaro. "If we win the
UNH made a valiant next two games we are b~ck. A big
comeback with David MacIntyre crowd would help a lot."
and Savo Mitrovic both scoring to
Merrimack will be at
cut the BU lead to 3-2.
Snively Arena on Wednesday
MacIntyre blazed a slap shot night at 7:00 for a key league
from the blue line past BU matchup. The team will then travel
goaltender Scott Cashman with to Lowell Saturday night for a
3:20 remaining in the second· game with the seventh place
period. Mitrovic pumped a slap Chiefs.
. Randy Hall excels again (Ben Frazier photo).
shot past Cashman from 30 feet ·

